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Microenterprises

no dearth of opportunities
Kudumbashree considers Micro Enterprises as a strong tool for poverty
reduction, therefore promotes women & poor to start enterprises based on
their ability, aptitude and investment capabilities. We promote enterprises
not as a mere economic activity that will provide a means of livelihood to poor,
rather it is considered as an element that triggers local economic development.
Along with, the women become the strong force for developmental activities
for local economic development.
Opportunities are unlimited for micro enterprises! Only thing is to keep your eyes
and mind open. The social issues, requirements of Government departments
and community, traditional sector and innovative sectors are addressed in
enterprise formation.
A glimpse at the micro enterprises promoted by Kudumbashree will help you
to think how employment generation can be done through the promotion of
enterprises and how opportunities can be explored.
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Executive Director’s

Message

S

ustainability is the word coined with micro enterprises
as it is often being promoted as part of poverty
reduction. The Kudumbashree Mission focuses on self
sustainable, self reliant and self sufficient enterprises.
For the purpose we always explored opportunities by
making convergence with others for ME formation, marketing and
its infrastructure development. Over the years, the Mission adopted
and revised newer strategies for ME development. Convergence
with departments, identifying the market requirements, promotion of
innovative enterprises with high investments, encouraging enterprises
in male dominated sectors is a few to mention. Today we have
15000 sustainable enterprises across the state. The present book
showcases the variety of enterprises promoted by the Mission and
the strategies took by us in ME development to provide insights to
all who are engaged in the field.
S. Harikishore IAS
Executive Director
Kudumbahsree
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‘Stray dogs’Kudumbashree is the solution

M

enace of stray dogs is one of the social problems
the state is witnessing. The attack of street dogs
and the injuries it caused was increasing and as the
killing of street dogs is banned as per the act, the
Government want to address the issue in an amicable
way. The strategy adopted by the Government is to
intensify Animal Birth Control.
Animal Birth Control programme (ABC) is one of the
innovative enterprises promoted by the Mission that
involves capture, neutering, and release of stray dogs
based on a Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for
animal birth control programs outlined by the Animal
Welfare Board of India (AWBI). The expected outcome
of the programme is to reduce stray dog population
density, decrease mating/ maternal/pack aggression
in stray dogs thereby resolving the issue of attack
of dogs on one hand and income to the enterprise
groups on the other.
As per 2012 census the stray dog population in Kerala
was 2.99 lakhs. It is estimated that the number of stray
dogs is approximately 6 lakhs as of now. The activity
includes the capturing or hired capturing of stray dogs
from identified area, transportation of dogs captured
to the identified institution for A B C Programme,
Pre and Post Operative Care (surgery will be done
in identified veterinary hospital by surgeon) for the
animals and safe release of the animal back (as per
law). This requires a dedicated team at community
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level to perform all the activities associated, for
continuity and sustainability of results.
The opportunity was explored that led the formulation
of Kudumbashree ABC units at blocks & municipal
levels. Financial support and procedures for ABC should
be done and the support of Local Self Governments
and Animal Husbandry department is crucial for the
successful implementation of the programme and to
ensure income to the group members. The Mission
took initiative to form Community based Block level

or Urban Local Body level Management Unit as
enterprise units and the support of Government
by issuing a Government Order (G.O) to accredit
Kudumbashree units for the implementation of the
programme. As per the G.O, Kudumbashree ABC
ME units has been approved as the Implementing
agency of ABCP of LSGIs, Rs.2100/- per dog has to
be transferred to Kudumbashree for the units & the
District Mission Co-ordinator of Kudumbashree is the
implementing officer of ABCP of LSGIs.

Establishment of the unit

The Mission provided three day training (on handling,
capturing and pre & post surgical care) to the selected
entrepreneurs and provided ID cards and uniforms.
The persons engaged in the programme will be given
vaccination on rabies.
The concerned LSG will allocate fund for ABC
programme and should provide the stipulated amount
of Rs. 2100 per dog to Kudumbashree as per the G.O.
(Service charge for entrepreneurs Rs. 1000, Rs. 200

for transportation and food for the dogs, Rs. 400 as
doctor’s fees and Rs. 200 for miscellaneous expenses).

Income of the unit

The income of the unit is the service charge stated in
the guideline. The entrepreneurs will get Rs.1000 per
dog as service charge. The average income received
by the entrepreneurs are in the range of Rs. 15,000/to Rs. 40,000/-

Future plans

The Mission started positioning of units to address the
social issue of street dog menace. But the Mission
to make the units self sustainable intends to make
the units as service providers for pets, who will take
care of the pets when the owners are unavailable,
vaccination of domestic dogs and providing a pedigree
certificate with the support of veterinarians. Pet
hostels and pet care takers are the next focus of the
Mission.
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‘We build houses
considering it as our own’

Convergence is one of the focus areas the Mission
gives thrust to when it comes to livelihood. To
compete in the market and to obtain reasonable
returns from the entrepreneurial activities the
investment, skills and infrastructure required varies
considerably. The All Women construction Team
is one innovative livelihood activity promoted by
the Mission in convergence with Housing and Urban
Development Corporation Ltd. (HUDCO). HUDCO
as part of its Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is
focusing on Sustainability and Inclusion of Socially
disadvantaged communities especially the poor and
slum dwellers. As the objective of Kudumbashree
Mission is improving the socially and economically
disadvantaged sections of the society the Mission
envisaged a novel concept in livelihood –the skill
up gradation of women in construction sector- the
up gradation of women in consultancy, supervisory
services and construction techniques.
The demand for specifically skilled labour over
unskilled labour is growing and a lot of women in the
economically weaker sections of the society especially
women who has desired qualifications/ talents has
limitations in movement to find the right avenues for
good jobs. Knowledge on modern technology and
skill and limitations in high wages when compared
to men in the same field are other issues faced.
Therefore, the Mission targeted group of women
labourers, professional and experienced engineers
in construction and allied sectors from economically
weaker sections.
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Women find it hard to learn
the craft in a regular
construction sites as men
refuse to share their expertise
with women, Kudumbashree
provide us a platform.
Beena Paul

Concept

The Mission intends to provide professional training
for women from the Kudumbashree network
creating a consultancy wing of Kudumbashree in the
construction field. An all women construction team
comprised of women supervisors, masons, plumbers,
electricians who can provide services to the general
public is the concept. The focus group is women in the
age group of 18 to 45. Various levels of training will
be provided to make them confident and to improve
their skills in specific sector.

Intervention of the Mission

Kudumbashree Mission provided the skill training with
the support of different agencies like KITCO (Training
for project management & consultancy and site
supervision for civil engineers) & Jyothi Jeeva Poorna
Trust (Training on masonry, construction techniques,

facility management, plumbing, electrification etc)
whereas the Curriculum design is made by Laurie
Baker Centre for Habitat Studies on special services
like plumbing, electrical, facility management and
cost effective technology, hazard resistant technology.
Hands on training with the support of Cost Ford were
given to the trained women under the supervision of
engineers. In addition, financial support was provided
to set up the unit.
The first unit in the state is established in Ernakulam
district.

Outcome

The women are capable of making diverse types
of houses as part of the demand of the clients like
thatched roof with terracotta tiles, concrete houses
etc. They were assigned the task of constructing 87
houses as part of Tribal Rehabilitation housing scheme.
In addition to this, works like the construction of a
park, renovation of a canteen, kitchen interiors are
also received.
The field level work of the unit made M/s. Berger
paints to provide training to the women in painting
as part of their CSR. They expressed their willingness
to provide training to more women. This resulted in
the formation of a unit in this sector as well.

Based on the success of the first group, the concept
is replicated across the state. 535 women are trained
across the state forming 61 groups in the sector.
The Mission is in the effort to make the Kudumbashree
construction groups as an accredited agency of
Government, so that they may get contract orders
of Government departments & agencies without
tender process and will help the units to procure
orders directly.
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T

Barefoot doctorsConsolation for the poor
in life style diseases

he state Kerala has made significant advancements
in the health sector and is visible in the life
expectancy rate, sex ratio, infant mortality rate,
maternal mortality rate etc. But on the other hand
the state is witnessing the growing no of contagious
diseases, lifestyle diseases and deadly diseases like
cancer, cardiac problems, kidney failures etc. When
the rich has good access to health systems, desired
knowledge on facilities available and have affordability
the poor find it difficult to access the health facilities
available.
In the habitats of poor, the water borne diseases and
poverty related diseases are wide spread and the
deaths and diseases worsen the condition of poor/
poverty. Kudumbashree Mission as part of poverty
eradication find it essential to address the health
issues of poor as it is one of the critical element
that defines poverty. There the Mission joins hands
with Health Action by People, an NGO to develop
Community Health Volunteers across the CDSs to
provide minimum health care assistance to the poor.
‘Bare foot doctors’ a concept of Community Health
Volunteers to provide minimum health services to the
poor that will help to prevent contagious diseases by
creating awareness about the reasons for diseases
and to provide general information on the services
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available was promoted by Kudumbashree Mission in
the year 2005. They help the poor to reach out the
health care system available in the locality and in times
of emergency contact the health authorities to bring
in health care to the needy. The project is named as
‘Santhwanam’. The state government has accepted
this as a new model and a project called ‘Santhwanam’
is launched in the state budget for 2005-06.
Kudumbashree find it as an opportunity to provide
employment to women. Increase in life style diseases
was another issue the state was witnessing. The
Mission thus joined hands with Health Action by
People (HAP) a NGO run by doctors of Trivandrum
Medical College to develop the Santhwanam project.
HAP provides training to the selected women
volunteers to check lifestyle diseases among poor
people, provide necessary guidance to the field
level volunteers thereby ensuring that the poor avail
medical support at the right time.
Today, the Kudumbashree Santhwanam volunteers
are engaged in checking the life style diseases like
blood pressure, blood glucose, cholesterol and body
mass index. The women will visit the bedridden
patients and will avail their service at the door steps
by charging prescribed fees.

I am earning a minimum of
Rs.75000 per month. I have regular
set of customers and people accept
and wait for me. In addition to
the daily visits, I participate in
exhibitions, food fests and even
visit the NREGS working sites to
have more customers.

Women from Kudumbashree NHGs having the
qualification of plus-two education or graduates
in science or that has Auxiliary and midwifery
course or lab technicians/ nurses are selected as
volunteers. Now a day’s women having 10th pass
too is considered as Santhwanam volunteers.
The selected women are given seven days
of intensive training on technical inputs
and personality development by HAP. The
entrepreneurs are trained in checking the height,
body weight, body mass index, body fat, blood
pressure and blood glucose of people. They visit
houses to provide onsite medical assistance where
immobile patients, aged persons, needy elderly
patients living alone without anybody to cater
their health needs. They test blood sugar using
glucometer and read the blood pressure level,
take body weight on regular intervals. If abnormal
situation persists the patients will be advised to
contact the physician immediately. The volunteer
gets a small fee paid by the patients for the service
rendered by her. They follow the best available
medical practices like use of sterilized, disposable
needles and swabs for blood collection from finger
pricks, and test strips for glucose meter readings
etc. The entrepreneurs are equipped with twowheelers and mobile phones so that their patients
can easily avail themselves of their service.
The Santhwanam volunteers are provided white
coats and ID cards for identity and a certificate of

HAP. The entrepreneurs are equipped with twowheelers and mobile phones so that their patients
can easily avail themselves of their service. HAP
provides technical support to the volunteers
on a 24 hour basis. The field level issues and
queries are answered on a time bound manner. To
ensure the accuracy in readings, the machines are
calibrated once in a year. Once in six months the
Kudumbashree Mission conducts zonal meetings
to analyze the performance of the volunteers.

Income earned

Though the concept was developed for providing
service to the poor and to immobile patients the
Santhwanam volunteers now developed customer
base in the general public by participating in the
exhibitions, fairs and visiting schools, public offices
etc. On an average the Santhwanam volunteers
earns a minimum of Rs.12,000/- to 25,000/- in
a month. At present there are 275 volunteers
working regularly in the field.

Future Plans

The Mission intends to train more number of
persons in the field. Also training in the areas
of breast cancer detection, physiotherapy is
proposed for the volunteers so that they may
get additional income.
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Bringing smiles to
second childhoodHarsham Geriatric Care

T

he social development indicators, especially in health
and education sectors, made a rise in the proportion
of aged in the total population along with declining
growth rate of the population in the state of Kerala.
The proportion of aged in the total population is rising
and care taking of aged becomes a major concern in
the state. The increased education and the effort for
secure jobs and earnings compel the young to migrate
to places of opportunity. This worsens the situation.
The mushrooming of ‘day care for the old’, agencies for
home nursing services etc best supports this situation.
Children want best care takers for their old aged parents
and money is not a constraint for availing best services.
The issue is reliability and quality of service. The call
to provide similar services by Kudumbashree made the
Mission to think about it and to analyze the field level
requirements. A major disability identified among the
age group of 80 plus was vision problem and those belong
to 60-69 years have shown the highest incidence of
diabetes. Besides, more than 50 per cent of all age groups
of elderly suffer from high blood pressure.
The Mission identified diverse issues when it comes
to old age care. It is not providing basic care or home
nursing but more than that, like giving companionship,
accompanying them to shops, banks etc, providing
medical attention, entertainments etc with compassion
and interest in it. The service providers should be willing
to provide these services considering it more than a job.
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The first geriatric care unit under Kudumbashree
got operational in Pathanamthitta district where
majority of the young generation are abroad and
the old aged parents are living alone. Their issue
is not old age care, but more than that as stated
before. Companionship and providing additional
services like remitting bills, shopping, banking
support is desired. Therefore multiple service
providers should be equipped to develop a unit.
The Pathanamthitta District Mission identified
interested persons from the CDSs and provide
skill training in various fields like providing
medicines, home nursing, geriatric care etc. The
unit members are also equipped with additional
outdoor services. The customers should register
for the services required and based on the service
required service charge will be levied on par with
the market rate.

Challenges

The biggest challenge is the identification of
persons who are committed and has a passion
in the field. The persons should be properly
trained and should be made available as and when
necessary. The satisfaction of customers as well
as service providers should be taken care of lest
it will affect the quality of service.

Services

Scope of the project

The opportunity is very huge as trained reliable
persons/ agency has good demand. The increasing
no of old aged persons in the state and their
varying requirement demands for more persons
and has become a good enterprise opportunity.
The Mission intends to replicate the concept
across the state, by developing a common website,
call centre and registration platform. To provide
quality training and to ensure handholding
support to the field level persons the Mission
is in the process of identifying experienced skill
training providers. The training is conducted
attached to hospitals and doctors so that any
field level issue is addressed timely.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nursing services
Medical Sample collection for Diagnostic
services
Post hospitalization services for the elderly24 hour bedside nursing care, follow-ups,
Doctors visits
Wound care and change of dressings
Physiotherapy
Dietary services
Injections like insulin
Pain and palliative care services like cancer
wound dressing
Rehabilitation services like post stroke care,
Alzheimers care, Dementia care
Monitoring for Cholesterol, hypertension,
diabetes.
Geriatric care of aged patients including
General Health checkups, follow-up check
ups , ensuring timely medication etc.
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Beauty & Health through
Kudumbashree
Women Wellness Centers

Lifestyle diseases are increasing at an alarming rate
in the state due to the change in food habits, lack of
exercise and other issues. Women often has to find
time for exercise and many a time failed to go for a
walk or to find right centers for exercise. The women
in Eloor Municipality find this as an opportunity and
started their unit in 2013.
The unit was started exploring the potential of women
employees of Fertilizers and Chemicals Travancore
Ltd (FACT) a Government of India enterprise. The
major customers of the unit are women employees
of FACT. The success of the unit motivated women
from the nearby ULBs and similar units started in
Kochi Corporation and Perumbavoor municipality.
The unit members will avail a registration fees and
user fees from the customers. The advantage is that
the unit functions at a stipulated time in the morning
as well as in the evening (5a.m to 8.am & 6p.m to
8 p.m), thereby the members can easily do their
household chores.
The major challenges faced by the sector are privacy,
location and space. Many a time the space provided
by the ULBs will not be receptive or supportive as
stated above. This led to shifting of locations from
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“As many as 127 women—including
working women, students and housewives—have subscribed to the facility, which has five trainers including
me. We also train them in aerobics
and yoga,” says Najma Shahir,
Edappally

one place to another finding an apt location that will
have sufficient customer base, reasonable rent and
thereby generate sufficient returns.
The increasing demand for more wellness centers
and willingness of women to come forward to start
wellness centers/ health clubs made the Mission to
make it one of the priority enterprises for the financial
year 2017-18. The Mission also plans to introduce
Yoga along with health clubs (by training interested
women as yoga instructors or to avail the service of
yoga instructors) assessing the demand.

06

Finding the right partner
through Kudumbashree
Matrimonial Service

Marriage bureau and online matrimonial services are
common now a day. The concept of marriage came
about 12 to 15 years ago and online matrimonial
services recently. The changes happened as per the
changing lifestyles happening in the society. In India,
getting a suitable bride/ groom on one’s own caste,
religion, status etc are essential and migration to any
part of the world is not a big issue. Therefore, online
services is the most preferred media for marriages &
re marriages as it provides a platform for wide choice
thereby eliminating the selection and dependence
on local people.

Matrimony’ and started functioning. The scope is
that, as it has wide network, identification of people
will not be a constraint. Any person irrespective of
caste or religion can register in the matrimony and
the CDS can ensure whether the details furnished
in it is true or not. The unit functions on the service
charge from the registered members. The unit got
recognition for its novel idea. The unit got good
media coverage and the support of Kudumbashree
Mission and the community was there. The unit
members are earning an income of Rs. 12,000/- to
Rs.15,000/- per month.

The concept has good scope when it comes to
Kudumbashree as it is one of the largest women’s
network where communication dissemination is
easily possible among members. This led the start
of Kudumbashree Matrimonial service in Thrissur
District in Porkulam CDS. The idea was conceived
by the District Mission and the CDS Chairperson
found it very apt for an innovative enterprise. The
CDS registered a marriage bureau ‘Kudumbashree

Scope

The broad objective is that branches of this bureau
should be extended in all districts across the state
under the common brand name so that it will help
to identify people as per the requirement. And
the reliability of the details provided during the
registration can be cross checked.
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Services at your doorstep
on call - Urban Service Team

The people residing in urban areas have to depend
on people in rural areas or persons residing in peri
urban areas for specialized services like plumbing,
gardening, electrical works, coconut climbing,
painting etc. The main issue is that the people
whose service is hired are unknown people and
reliability and quality of work is unknown. On the
other side, the people with specific skill set find
difficulty to find customers for their services. If
this gap is rightly addressed it will be an income
generation method for the skilled persons.
Urban Service Team is an attempt to address this
gap. Urban Service Team consists of persons with
varying skill sets like plumbing, electrical works,
mobile repairing, coconut climbing, gardening,
Malayalam DTP etc. The urban community can
avail the service of these people by making a call.
The unit charges specific service charges from the
customers on par with the market rate.
The Mission is in the process of obtaining a toll
free number and development of website that
will provide details of persons involved in the
unit and the customers can make appointments
directly to them.
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The Mission has developed the
concept in 2004 in Trivandrum
Corporation with youth who has
qualification from ITI. They consisted of electricians, plumbers &
gardeners who worked as a Yuvashree group (scheme promoted by
Kudumbashree Mission for youth
interested to start Self employment).
The unit was named as multipurpose
job club as it offered multiple services to the urban population.

08

Making the women
IT savvy

Transformation of Government departments to IT
savvy and the lack of agencies that can undertake the
work of the departments made the Mission to think of
IT units among Kudumbashree network. The rationale
behind the ideas was that the data entry work taken
up by Government departments can be outsourced
to Kudumbashree IT units. The idea was conceived by
the then Executive Director of Kudumbashree when
he saw that the Panchayat Directorate is unable to
complete the data entry works of Provident fund
details and issue of Provident Fund credit cards. The
rate quoted by the competent Government agency
Keltron was high and the Panchayat Directorate
couldn’t accept it.
The Mission took this opportunity and set up its first IT
unit in 1999, in Thiruvananthapuram Corporation with
10 women having a basic qualification of +2 levels.
The Mission identified women having an aptitude
in IT through the Kudumbashree Community Based
Organizations’. Awareness creation about the sector
through a General Orientation workshop to find
out the right women, conduct of Entrepreneurship
Development Programmes (EDP) and skill trainings
in the sector was given as part of setting up the unit.

Investment

The project outlay was Rs 2,90,000/-. Out of which
Rs.1.5 lakhs was loan, Rs.1.25 as subsidy and Rs.
15,000 as beneficiary contribution.

Initially, the Mission liaisoned with various government
departments to get work orders for the unit. The
initial work was from the Panchayat Directorate with
regard to the entry of Provident fund details. The
timely completion of work gained the confidence of
Kudumbashree IT unit and this provides a base for
setting similar units across the state.
The participation of Kudumbashree Mission in
the tendering process of Election Commission to
computerize the election list and the timely completion
of the work helped in getting more works from various
departments that resulted in establishment and
acceptance of Kudumbashree IT units.

Challenges

The timely completion of works with quality is
one of the challenges the Mission faced. As per
the requirement the units should procure persons
from the market to complete the work. Also it is
difficult for the Mission to explore works available
and to liason with the concerned for the units and
ensuring its timely completion. This led the Mission
to form a consortium in the sector where the unit
members should be made capable to perform the
role of Mission.
‘Unnathi IT consortium’ was thus formed in the
year 2011 with this objective. The consortium has
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specific byelaw and is a registered body with
representation from all the IT units.
They started a training centre ‘KITES’ that will
provide infrastructure & facilities for training
programmes.

Outcome

Today 63 data entry units and 3 hardware units are
there under the Kudumbashree across the state.
Initially the Mission initiated and negotiated with
Government agencies to get data entry works and
monitored its completion on time. Today, the units
are self sustainable and are capable of getting
orders on its own. 366 women are engaged in
these units and they are providing employment to
2000 women based on the works they receive. The
unit members are getting offers for data entry of
departments on part time basis with a daily wage
of Rs.625/- per day. Each member is earning an
amount of Rs. 8000-9000/- and will vary according
to the orders.

Vasantha, one of the member of the first IT
unit of Kudumbashree walked in the doors of
Kudumbashree office for a job. She has to raise
her two children and income was her major
concern. Her quest for job, made the Mission
to promote micro enterprises by providing skill
training.
In the words of former Executive Director,
Kudumbashree:
“The chain of events that led to the setting up
of the first IT unit for poor women started with
a small event. Sometime in an afternoon in July
1999, Vasantha, a poor widow with two children
walked into my office and asked for a job”,
remembers T.K. Jose, former Executive Director,
Kudumbashree.
What Vasantha wanted was at least the job of a
part time sweeper, which the Mission was unable
to offer her, as the Mission already had a sweeper,
who was a destitute. “We made several attempts
to place here somewhere as we understood
her plight. I sent her to Thiruvananthapuram
Corporation for computer training under the
People’s Plan Campaign. But the Corporation did
not have any scheme for self-employment”, says
T.K. Jose.
“When we started this venture, many predicted
that we would end in loss. But we were
determined to make it a success. In fact, their
discouragement helped us to make it a success”,
says Shelgy Abraham, President of the IT unit,
Kattappana.
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Hollow Brick units

Construction and its allied services have good scope
in the urban and peri-urban areas. Cement bricks and
hollow bricks has good demand in the market and
Kudumbashree members find it as an opportunity
in the enterprise sector. The market potential made
the women to come forward to start enterprises in
the sector.
Mechanization (partly or fully), requirement of land
(minimum 10 cents of land is ideal) and competition
are some of the challenges in the field. Investment
too will come around Rs. 10 to 15 lakhs depending
on the machines and infra structure. The first
Kudumbashree unit started functioning in the year
2011 in Kayamkulam Municipality under the SJSRY
scheme.
On an average, ,about 1000 bricks of bigger size(8*6
inches ) and 1500 bricks of smaller sizes (8*4 inches
) can be produced on a daily basis . It is sold at a cost
of Rs 22/- and Rs 18/- respectively. The unit functions
for 8 hours a day and each member gets an average
income of Rs 450-500 daily.
The biggest opportunity of the sector is that as part
of the Government programme ‘ Housing for all by
2020’ there is a requirement of 100 crore bricks, The
integration of these units with the scheme will provide
assured income to them. There are 56 units which
provide employment to 289 women.
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Reliable Care Centres for your
Children - Day Care/ Play schools

Day care & play schools have good scope in urban
areas as working women are high in cities. Reliable
centres to take care of the children are a must. Many
organizations are providing space and support for day
care centres. The experience of Kudumbashree is that
the women who are trained in child care are starting
day care centres as micro enterprises. They start it
as individual enterprise units (availing required staff
as per the requirement) or as group enterprises. The
space will be availed on rent owned by the Local Self
Government or houses that have adequate space.
The necessary infrastructure is developed through
investments by availing loan, beneficiary contribution
and the financial support provided by the Mission.
The brand name of Kudumbashree and the reliability it
developed over the years, made some organizations to
approach Kudumbashree to provide trained teachers
and care takers for day care services, where the
necessary infrastructure is provided by them. The best
example is, the Technopark Trivandrum. The women
employees association, Technopark has started a day
care centre for its employees inside the campus with
trained Kudumbashree women. The organization
has provided all the amenities including CCTV. The
teachers as well as the care takers are well trained
and a minimum 25 to 45 days training is provided to
them. The quality of the service the women provides
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“I was more concerned about the
quality of teaching and imposing good
habits in children. The parents are more
conscious on the cleanliness and health
of children. The support they provided
helped me to develop the day care by
incorporating LKG and UKG classes.”
Aliamma Sabu, Adens Day Care

makes the management to start another day care
inside the premises.
The Mission is in the process of training more women
in the sector, so that they can be placed with similar
organizations or to help them to set up individual day
care centres as per the demand of the community.
One of the priority sectors of the Mission is this.
The income of the group is the admission fees and
monthly fees paid by the parents. At present there
are 15 day care centers across the state under the
Kudumbashree banner.

11

Rangashree

Rangashree is an initiative to promote women
empowerment programmes of Kudumbashree. The
women having interest and talent in theatre art is
provided training through Theatre workshops based
on a curriculum created with the advice from experts
in the field. The training consists of general orientation,
Gender Sensitization, Theatre training (including script
writing, material preparation (Costumes and other
material which is needed for the performance)),
Music, Yoga and dance. The aim is to disseminate
the messages of social justice, equality, sustainable
development etc. to the Kudumbashree CDS.
The group is a registered micro enterprise under
Kudumbashree Mission who will provide & promote
awareness creation about Kudumbashree gender
programs and different social welfare programs such
as health , education etc to the public. The schemes
and similar programmes of other departments too

12

will be showcased by the group.
37 master trainers were trained at present and based
on the requirement they will provide training to
other members.

Cultural Groups
Sinkarimelam

Singarimelam is one among the traditional percussion
ensembles of Kerala which is a male dominated
one. It requires good practice and only those who
have a genuine interest only can perform well.
Training is provided to interested women from the
Kudumbashree network through field level acclaimed
performers. The training duration is a minimum of 52
days where the trainers should perform it tirelessly.
The investment required is 3.5 to 7 lakhs.
The group is in much demand for any public function
and therefore income generation is not an issue. Today
almost all districts have Kudumbashree Singarimelam
groups. Each group will be having members in the
rage 20 to 25. The demand for Singarimelam is so
high that seeing the Kudumbashree groups, many

“I’m physically, mentally and
financially strong now,” Says
Shailaja. For me, the chenda has
made me financially independent.
“I never thought that I would be
able to be the woman that I am
now.”
women are coming forward to start their own groups.
In Alappuzha District alone there are 4 groups. During
the season, each member will earn a minimum of Rs.
2000/- per programme and during the offseason an
amount of Rs. 1000/-.
MICRO ENTERPRISES DOCUMENTATION
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Event Management

M

anaging an event by self is an old concept; availing
the services of professionals for managing a
whole event is common now a days. The scenario is
more prevalent in the state of Kerala and is common
in urban when compared to rural areas. Every event
from birthdays to death anniversaries, marriages,
public functions, seminars everything is entrusted
to professional event management groups as the
host can sit with confidence that everything is well
arranged and everyone is treated perfectly.
The groups has become competitive enough that
showcasing the event in a memorable way and has
some distinctions only will get regular service orders.
Thus it become part & parcel of city life and is not
considered as a luxury but an essential part.
The scope made the Mission to think of promoting
event management groups from the Kudumbashree
network, as Mission itself has many programmes on
its own that requires hiring of persons or entrusting
someone to organize the event. Conducting trainings,
seminars, public meetings, conduct of markets
everything requires the service of personnel from
outside.
This led to the formation of Total Event Management
group in Thiruvalla Municipality in Pathanamthitta
district. The concept was presented in the Plan review
meeting and the Thiruvalla CDS got interested and
identified that many youth are involved in individual
services like photography, videography, catering,
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compeering etc. She conducted a meeting at the
CDS level and decided to integrate these persons as
an event management group.
The 10 member group thus constituted is now
registered as ‘Total Event Management’ in the
ULB. They are involved in stage decoration, stage
construction, stage shows, anchoring, catering,
photography, videography, beautician, travels
facilities, conduct of competitions and fests etc. The
group will provide additional services if required by
hiring persons from outside.
Their first work was the event management of the
distribution of medical equipments to mentally
challenged persons organized by Pathanamthitta
Kudumbashree District Mission. The unit is provided
innovation fund of Rs. 4 lakhs as it is a novel concept in
enterprise sector. In addition to that the unit applied
for loan for an amount of Rs. 6 lakhs and pooled
beneficiary contribution of Rs. 50,000/-.

Way forward

The Haritha Kerala Mission of the state intends to
conduct programmes to sensitize the public on various
methods to conduct the programmes in an eco friendly
basis. The event management can associate with
them to conduct these programmes. The Mission
is in the process to get the unit registered in Haritha
Kerala Mission as it will provide additional income
and will become an accredited group.

14

Coconut climbing

Availability of coconut climbers is a concern in
the state. Shortage of trained persons for coconut
plucking and taking care of the tree made Coconut
Development Board to launch the initiative ‘the
Friends of Coconut Tree’ programme. The programme
intends to provide training to unemployed youth
in the art of climbing coconut trees and caring for
them. The training will be provided in the areas of
tree climbing, coconut harvesting, crown clearing
and pest control operations. They will also learn
about pollination and hybridization techniques, plant
protection measures and identification of tender,
mature and seed coconuts.
The identification of interested youth was made
through various sources and one among them was
Kudumbashree. Many District Missions took initiative
to provide training to youth with special focus on
women with the support of various agencies.
The Kasergode District Mission with the support of
Agricultural College, Thrissur provided training to 7
youth in coconut climbing using climbing machines.
The Mission prepared project proposal including a
mobile phone and two – wheeler along with machines.
The investment comes around Rs. 50000/-. The

“I climb around 40 coconut
trees per day and my job is
done mostly by mid afternoon.
I have enough time to attend
to my family. The earning is
pretty good as well,” Priya Biju,
Kozhikkode

Mission provides subsidy and the remaining amount
was pooled through loans.
Many districts promoted women to come into the field
and women from the Kudumbashree network are now
engaged as coconut climbers across the state. For eg.
Malappuram has provided training and equipments
through Raidco. A minimum of Rs. 650/- is earned
by these women. The experimentation initiated by
Coconut Development Board has opened doors for
women to enter into a male dominated domain.
MICRO ENTERPRISES DOCUMENTATION
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Mobile Crematorium

Innovation in enterprise sector as per the changing
trends in life and lifestyles is very significant when
it comes to Kudumbashree. During a brainstorming
workshop conducted by Kudumbashree Idukki
District Mission to identify innovations in enterprises,
a discussion on the scope of mobile crematorium
came. As private persons are running this business
successfully, the possibility of Kudumbashree groups
to start the unit came. The scope was presented in
the District Plan Review Meeting and Edavetty CDS
got attracted to the concept and they communicated
it in the CDS.
5 members of the CDS decided to start the unit and
they availed 7 lakhs rupees as loan from bank. The
Panchayat provided space for storage. The unit is
providing all materials for the funeral like pandal,
chairs, tables and other things along with the service
of crematorium.
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The unit is first of its kind under Kudumbashree
and now inspired with the concept many LSGs are
interested to start the enterprise in their locality.

10 INNOVATIONS IN
PRODUCTION SECTOR
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Purified Drinking water

Availability of clean drinking water in many areas
is one of the concerns the state is recently facing.
The increasing trend of consumption of purified
bottled waters and cans in organizations and in
various household/ office functions due to the lack
of availability of clean drinking water has created a
demand for this. The trend in cities is that most of
households/ organizations will establish its own small
units or will buy canned water.
Now a day, the Government itself installs small plants
in public places to ensure clean drinking water to its
citizens especially in railway stations, bus terminals
and similar place. The no. of companies marketing
drinking water is increasing day by day due to this
huge demand. Lot of private players is competing
to install water plants with varying capacities as per
the requirement.
The first R.O plant supported by Local Self Government
was established in Malappuram municipality, where
they have invested 25 lakh rupees. The Kudumbashree
women are engaged in marketing of the bottled water.
Later, the establishment of similar plants either by
the ULBs or by ULBs in convergence with Women’s
Development Corporation was made. In certain ULBs
the whole investment is made by Kudumbashree
groups.
The demand for purified water is high and marketing
is not a constraint for the groups. To establish a
plant, availability of uninterrupted water supply (bore
wells or covered wells) and electricity is required.
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Other requirement is a shed/ building to install the
plant, transportation facilities and bottles/ cans. The
investment required varies as per the capacity of the
plant and the type of filtration processes preferred. It
can be anywhere in the range of Rs. 8 lakhs to 25 lakhs.
A 6 level filtration of water is made in the
Kudumbashree plants. The 6 level filtration includes
Activated carbon filter, Dual Media filter, Iron filter,
Micron filters, Reverse Osmosis Membrane & Ultra
violet filter
The LSGs can provide financial support up to 50
% of the project cost subject to the condition that
the plant is run by Kudumbashree women. A govt.
order is been issued to support this. In addition the
Mission provides start up fund for initial working
capital assistance and interest subsidy for loans. The
LSG in addition provides land and licenses to establish
the plant.

The units should be able to travel different locations to meet the customer
requirements. Timely supply and quality of service is a major challenge as
the competition is high. The entrepreneurs are able to earn a minimum of Rs.
8000/- per month meeting all the expenses.

Future Plan

The Mission analysing its potential, has set this as one of the priority projects.
The women are encouraged to start R.O plants as there is huge demand and
assured returns. The unit can be set up, if source of water is ensured. The ULBs
and charitable institutions too are willing to start plants attached to hospitals
as it will benefit a lot.
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Sanitary Napkin

Lissy read an article about sanitary napkin making
in a weekly and found it very attractive as a micro
enterprise. She found it as a viable enterprise and
wants to start a unit. She discussed with her fellow
NHG members and decided to start the unit. Being
a member of Kudumbashree and as she had idea on
pooling working capital to start the unit, her quest
for training, availability of raw materials, production
process etc went on. The only idea she had was that
some agency is providing training in the manufacture
of sanitary napkins in Mumbai. She and her team
members went to Mumbai and attended the training
programme.
The issue was that the product was unlike what is
available in the state of Kerala and she found it difficult
to make or market the product. Again she tried to
find other agencies that will provide training in the
production of products that is used and familiar here.
She again attended training in Tamilnadu. She also
bought various products available in the market and
tried to understand the pattern and the products
used. She found that the raw materials are available
in Gujarat and she visited the wholesale dealers there.
She ordered one lot of raw materials and came back
to Kerala. In the mean time, Lissy along with 10 others
availed loan from bank and received subsidy from
Kudumbashree and started a unit in 2004. The unit
is the first sanitary napkin unit under Kudumbashree
umbrella. She named it as Komfort Sanitary napkin.
The equipments were procured from Mumbai and
she started her production process.
The products received from Gujarat were not of good
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quality, but she started the production process. A
semi- mechanization process. She marketed the
products at a local hospital and nearby schools.
The path was not smooth as multinational products
are available at low cost. As it is semi mechanization
process the production is low when compared to
mechanized products. Slowly she started procuring
more machines by availing Kudumbashree innovation
fund, technology fund, crisis management fund etc.
The unit gave confidence to more Kudumbashree
women and Local Self Governments started fund
allocation for similar units through their plan fund.
Kudumbashree women in other districts also started
setting up of units and attended training in Komfort
unit.
Today there are 11 units under Kudumbashree umbrella
started with the inspiration of Komfort Sanitary Napkin
unit in Kottayam. The units in Ernakulam and Kannur
are involved in maternity pad production along with
sanitary napkins, as it has more demand and can be
marketed in local hospitals. The unit members are
able to earn an income of Rs. 12,000/- to Rs. 15,000
per member per month.
The major challenges faced are productivity, changing
patterns and marketing. The investment required to
change a model is huge, and Kudumbashree units
find it difficult to invest as and when required. The
units are producing only two models and have a
set of customers. Their major marketing channel
is hospitals, nearby schools and Kudumbashree
community marketing network.

03

Bringing lights into the livesLED products

In an effort to analyze the innovative projects as per
the local demand the Mission conducted a workshop
inviting local governments and experts from different
fields. The effort of the Thrissur District Mission
led to the innovation of production of LED products
through Kudumbashree women. The Mala Panchayat
in Thrissur District in its effort to make it energy self
reliant, joined hands with Kudumbashree Mission to
provide supply of LED bulbs required by Kerala State
Electricity Board.
The Panchayat identified interested persons through
Kudumbashree CDS. The Mission provided skill
training through Canara Bank, RSETI for a period of
11 days. Groups were formed under the Rural Micro
Enterprise (RME) scheme of Kudumbashree Mission
for LED products making. 16 women are engaged in
the process.
The major challenge is that the quality of the
product. As the products are made locally and has
no certifications, KSEB could not procure the products.
The matter was placed in the Co-ordination committee
and they have asked to get certification. The Mission/
Panchayat approached Government Engineering
College, Thrissur and they certified the quality of the
product. The units are producing various products and
are marketing locally. They are now in the process of
making tie up with KSEB for the supply of street lights.
The model attracted nearby Panchayats and
Athirampally Panchayat came with a proposal to train
ST women residing in the forest areas of Athirampally.

The forest department and Tribal department helped
to mobilize women and they were given general
orientation about the project and the interested
women were given skill training for a period of 11
days through RSETI. They are also formed into groups
and these women too are in the process of providing
lights to the Panchayat.
The scope of the project is that proper integration
with forest department and KSEB will help to establish
more units in other districts as well and Kasergode
is one among them who showed interest to pilot
the project in their district. Today most of the ULBs
are interested to provide training to women and to
establish units.
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Transforming a hobby into
income generationOrnamental Fish culture

Ornamental fishes are always fascinating for their
brilliant colours and fish keeping has developed as
a hobby next to photography. There is a growing
demand for live ornamental fishes in Kerala. In
Kerala, of the total demand, only10% is met by
the ornamental fish farmers of the state and rest is
supplied by nearby states mainly Tamil Nadu. Usually
fishes transported from other states are weak and
mortality rate is very high. Hence there is a ready
market for locally cultured ornamental fishes in Kerala.
The idea of ornamental fish culture was evolved
during a workshop on Local Economic Development.
The idea was conceived in Kottayam district in Vaikom
block which is known for backwaters where most
of the people are engaged in traditional livelihood
practices like fisheries, coir and strew pine sector.
Most of the households have homestead ponds and
they are engaged in fish culture. The Mission thought
of implementing ornamental fishes as an income
generation activity among these women.
In the year 2006, 60 women selected from
Kudumbashree NHGs of Udayanapuram Grama
Panchayat were trained in ornamental fish culture
with the support of Matsyafed. The support of
Panchayat, Matsyafed helped the Mission to establish
units in different Panchayat in Vaikom block though
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the main concentration is in Udayanapuram & TV
puram. The women who are interested in the project
was identified and trained and the technical support to
set the unit was given by Matsyafed. Though the fishes
are reared individually the women were motivated to
form 5 member groups. But marketing and all other
decisions for improvement are taken as a group.
The investment made was Rs 75,000, which included
a loan, a subsidy component, and beneficiary
contribution. The fishes are reared in cement tanks
of varying sizes. The selection of fishes to be reared
(Gold fish, Guppy, Platy, Molly, Angel fish, Gauramies)
is solely based on the local demand. The Mission
also made a tie up with a local exporter to market
the fishes.
The greatest challenge is that there is tough
competition as lot of local players is available.
Diseases, breeding and timely marketing should be
addressed at the right time to earn income. The units
as part of marketing are in the process of developing
an aquarium so that direct marketing can be done
along with supplying to department and exporters.
Ornamental fish rearing is one of the unique
initiatives of the Mission promoting local economic
development, implementing with the support of
various agencies.
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Adding ‘Madhuram’
to generate income

Pathanamthitta, a district known for rubber plantation
has opportunity for apiculture as a secondary activity.
‘Madhuram’ project thus started in 2009 with the
co-operation of rubber farmers by providing training
to more than 2000 Kudumbashree women. The
project is implementing in 26 Grama Panchayats in
Pathanamthitta district.
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to more than 2000 Kudumbashree women. The
project is implementing in 26 Grama Panchayats in
Pathanamthitta district.

The project has different stake holders- the District
Panchayat, Horticorp and Grama Panchayat. The
women who have some previous experience in the
field was identified and trained by an agency in
Marthandam, Tamilnadu. The field level training mainly
focused on the topics like bee box verification, honey
collection & performance improvement trainings. The
exposure visit and the handholding provided to then
by the training agency helped the women to do the
bee keeping through trials and errors. In addition,
District Mission and Khadi board jointly organized
honey value added Products training for selected
Samagra beneficiaries. The beneficiaries were trained
in production of honey jam, honey cola, honey ball, bee
wax cream etc. As per the requirement, the District
Mission provides training to the beneficiaries with the
support of Kerala Agricultural University.
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10 member groups are formed by providing bee hives
which they kept in rubber plantations. The women
market the products through Kudumbashree fairs,
Home shop marketing system etc. The women are
able to earn good income through the activity.
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Home shop marketing system etc. The women are
able to earn good income through the activity.

The challenge is that during the offseason, the bees
should be provided with sugar solutions to make
the bees remain in the hives. Also, to compete in
the open market, AGMARK and similar registrations
are required. The Mission is now in the process of
developing a brand in the sector and to explore other
marketing opportunities.
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Cashew processing

Kerala is known for cashews and Kaseragode district
is the district leading in the production of cashews.
i.e. more than 50% of the cashew production is from
the district. The cashews are procured from different
plantations and are processed within and outside
the district and are marketed under different brand
names.
The idea to procure and process the cashew nuts
and the apple came from the district and the Mission
promoted the idea. The project was piloted in 13
grama Panchayats in the year 2009, and decided
to replicate to select Panchayats based on the
performance and scope. The process consists of
three parts- procurement, processing and marketing.
The activities include collection of cashews with apples
during the season, processing of cashew apples and
nuts, grading & packing and marketing.
The interested women were identified from the
concerned Panchayat and they were given training
with the support of National Research Centre on
Cashew, Puthur on cashew procurement, processing
and marketing. The technical support for processing
of cashew apples and value added products were
given by Central Plantation Crops Research Institute,
Regional Agricultural Research Station & Agriculture
College.
The project is implementing with the support
of the three-tier Panchayat (Jilla- Block- Grama)
and Kudumbashree Mission. The financial and
infrastructure support is ensured by these stake
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holders. The Mission has provided Innovation fund and
technology fund to the units in addition to subsidy as
part of promotion and to reduce the investment. The
project which started with 60 members has expanded
and is implementing in 13 Panchayat with 90 members
(at present). To bring in economies of scale and to
increase procurement and processing the units has
been clustered under Safalam Vanitha Kashuvandi
Samskarana Samithi (SVKSS) registered society under
Societies Act of 1857. The society is functioning in the
Mini Industrial Estate in Chattanchal in Kaseragode.
The society has procured all legal licenses including
TIN and is marketing the products in the brand name
‘Saphalam’. The units market the products in branded
packs ‘Parangy nuts’.
The initiative is one of the successful models of
convergence of LSG- Kudumbashree.

07

Attempt to familiarize the
traditional Kerala cuisine to
all- the Cafe Kudumbashree

Kerala cuisine to all- the Cafe Kudumbashree
Cooking is always considered a monopoly of women.
The women who does not have technical education
or skills for wage employment prefer to start micro
enterprises that does not need high skills or that
can be done as a secondary activity after the daily
household chores. The Mission explored the potential
of cooking as a means of livelihood and encouraged
Kudumbashree women to start canteen and catering
groups across the state. Each locality has unique
recipes and tastes and promotion of it and specific
assistance to make it a business model will make
the sector successful. This led to the beginning of
Kudumbashree canteen and catering units.
The Mission promoted canteen and catering units
across the state and associated them with various
government/ non government offices so that
necessary infrastructure will be available for the unit
and will ensure minimum income. Intensive training
on health, food habits, customer management, the
concept of service etc were provided to the potential
entrepreneurs. The most highlighted aspect is that no
change is made in the recipes in order to retain the
taste and flavor of ethnic delicacies of each locality.
Financial support in the form of subsidy, Revolving
fund and Crisis Management fund to meet working
capital requirements were provided to the units as
per the requirement.
Kudumbashree made attempts to position the units

associated with offices and also as way side food
chains across the state. The units that functions like
this have limitations to procure orders from outside
and to generate additional income. The increasing
demand for quality homely food and the preference
towards various cuisines from across the state in the
urban areas made the Mission to tap these markets
by expanding the sector.
Cafe Management Team: Training cum cafe
Management team was the first initiative of the Mission
as part of brand development and expansion of the
field. The unemployed & trained youth in hospitality
management from the Kudumbashree network is
selected and positioned as cafe management team
through which the Mission provides necessary training
to the Kudumbashree canteen and catering units.
Branding of Kudumbashree canteen and catering
units- Cafe Kudumbashree
The Mission started food fests to tap the urban
markets by bringing the canteen and catering
groups on to a single platform under the name Cafe
Kudumbashree. The first cafe Kudumbashree food
fest was conducted on a pilot basis associated with
the 12th Kudumbashree anniversary celebrations.
The widespread acceptance of the food fests helped
the Mission to set its footprints within the state and
outside, the most remarkable being the food fest
in UAE.
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The Mission in order to develop a brand in the sector
developed standard operating procedures for the
functioning of canteen and catering units. The units are
graded and affiliated to Kudumbashree and the units
that fulfill the stipulated conditions will be given Cafe
Kudumbashree name. PIP trainings and handholding
support are provided to the entrepreneurs to ensure
that they maintains of quality & hygienic standards.
The entrepreneurs are able to earn Rs. 15,000 to
Rs.18,000/- per month.

Future plans

The acceptance of Kudumbashree units to run the
canteens is very high and many government and non

The lip-smacking traditional
cuisines, served under
Kudumbashree’s catering
service brand ‘Cafe
Kudumbasree’, have a large
number of takers. – ‘Kerala to
Have More ‘All-Women Cafes’’
South | Press Trust of India
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government agencies/ departments are providing
space to set up Kudumbashree canteens. The Mission
needs to train more women to take up the initiatives
as per the demand.
The Mission intends to develop a chain of restaurants
under the Kudumbashree brand within a 15 km
radius across the length and breadth of the state
especially along with NH and MC roads. A unique
design and layout will be developed for recognition
and acceptance.

08

Improving the skills in
garment making

Tailoring is among the most preferred vocational
activity among women. Sewing/ tailoring enterprises
constitute the largest chunk of Kudumbashree
microenterprises in the non-primary sector. Majority
of the enterprises in the sector constitute individual
ones as they can engage in it as a secondary activity
catering to the local market with assured returns. High
technical skills, competition is less when it comes to
individual units.
It is one of the highly unorganized sectors where 1520% of Kudumbashree women are engaged with in
both rural and urban areas. The Mission promoted
the sector as there is assured income for the women
and the issues of business like quality, productivity
etc affects in a limited way only.

Governments has started the mini apparel parks with
15 to 40 women across the state with special focus
on northern districts as it is a hub for labour of many
private agencies. The necessary infrastructure is
provided by the LSGs (building, electricity connection,
generator etc), whereas the Mission provided training,
financial support (subsidy, technology fund etc)
and branding assistance. The units were trained in
specialized products based on the market needs (like
shirts, bed spreads, coats etc).
The woman who was having basic knowledge
in stitching is selected from the community by
creating general orientation in the field. The units
are positioned with the support of LSGs/ Industries
department. The support of Mission is on subsidy

Clustering of unitsMini Apparel Parks

The Mission identifying the potential of the sector
and to improve economies of scale made an effort
to start small clusters. The concept was to encourage
mini apparel parks where 20 to 40 women can come
together at a central place and get engaged in the
production process with advanced facilities. The
rationale behind the promotion of the concept is
that there is huge demand for branded products and
skilled labour. If the market is properly explored the
benefit will go to the women entrepreneurs in the
sector. Instead of going for individual units, groups
may be started with advanced skills and facilities.
The Mission in convergence with Local Self
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The Mission promoted the setting up of 15 mini
apparel parks and based on the structure and
functions many Local Self Governments has
allocated fund in their plans to set similar parks in
convergence with Kudumbashree. Today there are
17 apparel parks under the Kudumbashree brand.

Branding

Clustering of similar enterprises under a common
brand is considered in the second phase and
as part of it Kudumbashree made attempts to
develop a brand name for the apparel produce in
the name of ‘Kadambari’ (Kudumbashree Apparel
Design and Manufacturing Businesses Alliance
for Revival and Incubation). Economies of scale,
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increased productivity, market linkages etc were
the motto behind it.

Way forward

The Mission is now providing advanced training for
the apparel units with National Institute of Fashion
Technology. The broad objective is to expand the
units with more advanced machined and capturing
of bulk orders. The small individual units too are
identified and provided adequate training as per
the requirement. The Mini apparel parks will
act as the mother units and the individual small
units will be the satellite units. The bulk orders
will be met through these small units, thereby
benefiting all.

09

Healthy & nutritional dietGreen Bytes

Catering to people’s need to stay healthy in urban
environs, the Kudumbashree Mission encouraged the
Kudumbashree women to provide fr¬¬eshly cut fruits
and vegetables to office-goers for a light brunch bite.
The fruit bowl includes a combination of fruits such as
strawberry, pineapple, pomegranate, papaya, mango,
kiwi and apple. This is the initiative ‘Green Bytes’. The
first unit named ‘Pulari Green Bytes’ is started in the
Govt. Secretariat, Thiruvananthapuram which includes
6 urban poor members of Thiruvananthapuram
Municipal Corporation.
3 day EDP and skill training is provided to them with
special emphasis on hygiene, packing, customer
management etc. The units are also supplying

fresh cut vegetables for ready to cook through the
outlet. The next focus is to serve the requirements
of persons having health issues like lifestyle diseases
by marketing diet bowls and healthy drinks like amla,
carrot, lime & other fruits mixed with honey, ginger,
etc. The specialty of the project is that the calorific
& nutritious value of each bowl will also be provided
to the customers.
The total project cost is Rs. 1.70 lakhs and is started
under SEP-Group component of DAY- NULM. The
focused customer is the working group in various
offices. The members are able to earn an income of
Rs. 8000/- per month.
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One Gram Gold

When Nirmala and 10 others started the unit
‘one gram gold’ (gold plated jewellery) in 2008,
they struggled to market and survive. The
concept was not familiar and marketing was a big
constrain. The unit was started in CheruvannurNallalam Panchayat in Kozhikkode district with an
investment of Rs, 9.75 lakhs. The Mission provided
technology fund of Rs. 3 lakhs and subsidy of Rs.
1 lakh. 4.45 lakhs was availed as bank loan and
the remaining their own contribution. The unit
members now provide employment to more than
10 women in marketing of their produce. The
unit is making specific designs to cater the market
trends and has generated good demand.
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We were worried about
marketing when the unit was
set up. But now that is the least
of our worries,’’ said N Nirmala,
secretary of the unit. “We have
customers in the Gulf and
Karnataka, apart from Kerala.
We are also providing jewellery
on rent to marriage parties and
beauticians,’’ said Nirmala

ENTERPRISES TO MEET
GOVERNMENT DEMAND
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Amrutham Nutrimix

The Supreme Court has issued directions to State
Government to incorporate compulsory nutrition
for children in the age group of 6 months to 3 years
of age. The Social Justice Department through
its Integrated Child Development Services has
implemented the project as Take Home Ration
Strategy. The suppliers were private agencies.
Kudumbashree Mission identified it as an enterprise
opportunity and approached the government to give
orders for the production and supply of Nutrimix.
As Kudumbashree is a new entrant without having
any experience the government initially gave orders
for the baby food supplement to the Mission in 59
ICDS blocks throughout the state as a pilot project.
The Mission took the initiative with utmost care as
lot of critical factors should be addressed to meet
the requirement. As it is a baby food, nutrition and
hygiene should be ensured. Second, the field is
dominated by private players. The supply should be
made uninterruptedly. Identification of interested
women, development of units, development of supply
chain and development of baby food with specific
nutritional value is addressed step by step.
Development of a nutritional baby food: The
technology developed by Central Plantation Crops
Research Institute (CPCRI) was taken to prepare the
baby food supplement. The ingredients constitute
wheat, pulses, ground nut, soya beans etc. The
supplement can be cooked in boiled milk or water.
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Integration with the Local Government Plan: The LSGs
should own the project through allocating the fund in
its plan so that the Kudumbashree units should get
the payment whereas the LSG can ensure the supply
at the right time. As per the government order the
concerned LSGs should meet the expenditure involved
from the grant given to Local Bodies and from the
ACA received from Government of India. The Grama
Panchayats will bear two-third of the cost involved for
feeding in Anganwadi centers and the Block Panchayat
will bear the remaining one- third cost. Moreover the
land and building is provided by the concerned LSGs
free of cost or on a nominal amount. All the licenses
for the positioning of the unit are allotted within the
time frame.
Civil Supplies Corporation: The rate fixed for one
kilogram of Amrutham was Rs.35/- . Wheat constitute
the major chunk of the recipe (60%) i.e. around 900
tonnnes of wheat per month is required for producing
the food supplement therefore the Mission liaises
with Food Corporation of India depots to supply wheat
at a subsidized rate. The cost of wheat at open market
is so high that it will not be viable for the units with
the existing rate of Rs.35/-.
Protocol Development: Kudumbashree Mission
developed a protocol ensuring uniform production
practice and hygienic conditions.

The production protocol contains the
following points
• Selection of space
• Selection of buildings
• Selection of machineries
• Hygienic practices to be followed by the group
members
• Procurement & storage of raw materials
• Processing
• Packing
• Distribution
• Registers to be maintained in the units
• Quality checking mechanism (jointly by Health
department, ICDS & Kudumbashree)
There was constant monitoring on the part of the
Mission to ensure the quality of the food mix.

Formation of Consortiums

The evaluation made on the functioning of Amrutham
units revealed the need for forming clusters and
consortium. To bring in economies of scale the units
were encouraged to form clusters with common facility
centers wherever applicable. Also the Mission formed
a consortium ‘Amrutham Society of Kudumbashree
Nutrimix Enterprises’ for the Amrutham units

with a byelaw and is functioning as per the State
Societies Registration Act. Monitoring & evaluation
and grievance redressal are done by the State level
consortiums and District Level Consortiums. The
Consortium members are elected representatives
from various registered Amrutham Units.
263 units were formed across the state to meet
the order. The positioning of the groups was done
meeting the requirement of the ICDS blocks. The
income of unit member is Rs.15,000/- per month
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Kerala Chicken

Kerala Chicken is one of the new initiatives of
Kudumbashree Mission in convergence with Kerala
Poultry Development Corporation, Kerala Veterinary
and Animal Sciences University, Local Self Government
Department and Animal Husbandry Department. The
idea was conceived in a convergence meeting where
the main agenda was to promote broiler chicken
rearing inside the state as the state is one of the largest
importers of chickens and eggs from the neighboring
states.
The activity will provide income to Kudumbashree
units and therefore Kudumbashree Mission
promoted the concept among rural and urban
areas. The programme will provide steady income
for Kudumbashree members through broiler chicken
production on one hand and will be able to provide safe
and clean chicken meat to consumers at reasonable
price thereby provide a steady and non fluctuating
market price for broiler chicken.
The converged departments will provide one day old
broiler chicken to the units and will provide training
to the beneficiaries. The Kudumbashree units will
rear it and KEPCO will buy back the grown chicks.
As it ensures steady income to the women groups,
most of the LSGs too are willing to provide support.
A 4 member Joint liability group is promoted and they
will be provided 1 day old 1000 chicks for rearing. The
interest subsidy scheme (subsidy on interest above
7% and additional 3% subvention) is followed.
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The challenge is that as per existing Panchayath
Livestock Farm licensing Rules 2012, poultry farms
rearing more than 100 birds require licensing. The
minimum area required for 15 birds is 1 cent and
hence for 1000 birds this come to 66 cents. The
licenses and required area to establish the unit should
be there for units/ farmers.

02

E-SEVA Kendra

The Motor Vehicles Department (MVD) to provide
hassle-free service to motorists and to keep out
middlemen away from its offices approached
Kudumbashree Mission to set E-Seva centers
across the districts. The centre should offer all
services of MVD, driving license and STA permit
on service charges. Kudumbashree Mission with
the support of MVD has started 31 E-seva centers
across the state where 3 women are engaged in
each centre to provide the desired services. The
centre will be functional from 8 am to 5 pm on
all days except Saturday and Sunday.
The first E-Seva Kendra is started in the year 2015
in Trivandrum Corporation. A 150-sq-ft space has
been earmarked for the E-seva Kendra adjacent
to the RTO/SRTO by MVD. The E-seva Kendras’
are run by 3 trained Kudumbashree women (The
Mission provided training to the units with the
support of the department in the concerned
sector) who act as an enterprise group. Two
computer systems, printer, scanner, photo-copier,
fax machine and internet connectivity are made
available in the centers and is met by the groups
on loan and beneficiary contribution. The total
investment for setting up an E-seva Kendra is
Rs.3 lakhs.

to the women. 93 women are engaged in the 31
E-seva Kendra’s. The members are able to earn
a monthly income of Rs.12,000/-.
Challenges and scope of scaling up
There were middlemen to provide the services
and the direct entry of Kudumbashree units in
the field with the support of MVD department
resulted resistance from the field. Lack of support
and creation of issues with regard to quality and
income was a concern in the initial months. As the
constant support of the department was there the
units were able to overcome the challenges slowly.
The MVD intends to open more E-seva kendra’s
and extend the facility to all the 73 RTO and SRTO
centres which will provide employment to more
women.

Service offered by the units and income earned
The income of the group is based on the services
they avail to the customers of MVD. Fresh
application submission via online, DTP works
and prints outs are the main source of income
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Railway Parking & Customer
Lounge Management

Kudumbashree Mission analyzing the potential of
livelihood opportunities in the service sector made
effective tie ups with various government sectors that
will provide employment to Kudumbashree women.
Tie- up with southern railways is one such initiative
that provides employment to 82 persons for managing
their parking areas and premium A/c waiting hall.
The Southern railways to bring in more revenue and
to provide quality services by breaking the prevalent
monopoly has approached the Mission to position
Kudumbashree groups in the two areas. The Mission
accepted the proposal and the first unit were set up
in Ernakulam south railway station to manage the
railway parking.

Positioning of units

The railway authorities made an agreement with
Kudumbashree to manage their vehicle parking on
a revenue sharing model depending of the revenue
inflows. The management of railway parking that
started in the stations of Ernakulam and Thrissur
gradually extended to all main stations in Trivandrum
division of Southern railways. The confidence in
Mission and their confidence in Kudumbashree
women that revenue leakages won’t happen and they
can increase the income of railways prompted railway
to make an agreement with Kudumbashree to extend
the services in the management of premium A/C
waiting halls offering quality service to its customers.
The Mission identified interested persons from among
the community and provides adequate training to
them. Also the necessary infrastructure that meets
quality standards to serve customers and feedback
collection is done. Initial financial assistance is being
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provided to the units in the form of Crisis Management
and will be recouped once the unit avails loans.
The unit members are provided ID and uniform and
monitoring is done to ensure the quality of services
offered by them. The management of railway vehicle
parking was started in 2015 in southern railway
divisions stretches from Trivandrum to Palakkad and
the Railway customer lounge management in the
year 2016.

Revenue

User fees collected from the customers that avail the
services of Kudumbashree are fixed by the railways.
The revenue generated is shared on 75:25, 50:50 or
80:20 by railways and Kudumbashree respectively
based on the nature of the stations. The income
received by Kudumbashree is utilized for the salary of
the group members and to improve the infrastructure
as and when required. The unit members are receiving
a minimum of Rs. 8000/- to Rs.10,000/- as monthly
income depending on the stations.
Monitoring is done by railways and Kudumbashree
on a frequent basis and necessary corrections and
grievance redressal is made at the right time.

Future Plans

Management of premium A/C waiting halls of
Trivandrum, Kollam, Ernakulam and Thrissur is now
managed by Kudumbashree groups. The agreement
made with the Southern Railway division and the
services offered by the groups prompted railway
division of Madurai to make a tie up with the Mission.

The Mission intends to provide wallet parking
to the customers, and for the purpose training
on driving will be provided to the groups. In the
case of management of waiting halls additional
facilities will be offered to customers like kids play
zone, Infant feeding room, free reading of news
papers and Magazines & mini libraries.
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Waste Management
(Haritha Karma Sena)

Waste Management has become a matter of concern
in the State especially in urban and per-urban areas.
The Government wants to resolve the issue on a war
–foot basis. The Government has taken a decision to
process the waste at the generation site itself, whereas
the non- bio degradable waste has to be collected
and transported to agencies who are involved in the
processing mechanism.
The Government has formulated a Mission Haritha
Kerala Mission to promote green and clean state
by addressing the ecological issues it creates.
Kudumbashree and Haritha Kerala Mission jointly
decided to develop Haritha Karma Sena, a professional
team consisting of Green Technicians and Green
Supervisors who will be involved in the process of
collection, transportation, processing, recycling /
disposal, and management of waste materials in
association with respective Local Self Governments
and Suchithwa Mission.
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The women will be identified from the Kudumbashree
network whereas training will be provided by
Suchitwa Mission. They are a pool of trained man
power recruited to provide technical services and
solutions on waste management projects.
The selected Green Technician has to visit 250
households in a ward who will be supervised by
a supervisor (who will be given responsibility for
managing 15 wards). The supervisor should prepare
reports and should analyse the overall progress in the
waste management process. The Green Technician
and the supervisor’s income are based on the
collection of user fees.
The technical assistance to green technicians and the
supervisor will be provided by the accredited agencies
of Haritha Kerala Mission.

02

Rubber Tapping

Rubber tapping is the new enterprise sector of
Kudumbashree in convergence with Rubber Board.
Scarcity of skilled human resource is one of the major
constrains experienced in Rubber plantation sector
and the Rubber Board is in need of skilled labour.
They are willing to provide skill training and support
to the interested persons. But the issue faced is the
identification of interested work force.
The issue in the tapper labour market is the lower
participation of females and youth. Therefore Rubber
board has been promoting formation of self help
groups (SHGs), as activity group of marginal and poor
farmers & women for community participation and
more inclusive development.

Rubber Board joined hands with Kudumbashree
Mission to find interested women in tapping and
other related activities, though the main focus is
tapping. The Mission identified women who are
already engaged in the tapping process or had
experience and Rubber board has provided training
to them. This initiative would open up immense
employment opportunities in rubber sector to
Kudumbashree members. In turn, their service would
help to resolve issues in connection with labour
shortage prevailing in the rubber tapping sector to
certain extent. The group potential at both ends can
be strengthened by developing functional linkage
between Kudumbashree women groups and Rubber
farmers Groups.
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Rubber Taping Unit,
Kassaragod
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Coir Processing

Coir, a bye product from coconut husk is one of the
traditional cottage industries of the state. Majority
of people who are involved constitute women. The
processing of coir is done manually and over the years,
mechanization came in replacing the manual work
forces to certain extend. The major concern is that
it is one of the industrial sector where no of persons
are employed and is dependant for a livelihood. The
state also gives more focus on the sector, exploring
the scope of mechanization for production volume,
quality and export possibilities. Coir Board is one of
the chief promoters of the sector.
The major constraint faced by Coir Board is the
availability of quality fiber where value added
products (floor mats, Outdoor mats, Cordage, ropes,
aquarium filters) can be made that has scope for
exporting. The Ministry decided to promote the
sector and Kudumbashree Mission joined hands with
Coir directorate for the supply of de-fibered coir. The
women who are already in the sector or interested
are provided skill up gradation in coir de-fibering.
The coir Directorate will provide technical support;
training and buy back of products to Kudumbashree
groups. The land and building should be identified
at the LSG level and the machine will be provided
by the Directorate through Kerala Coir Machine
Manufacturing Company.
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02

Agri Nursery
A

gri-nursery is an innovative concept under the Kudumbashree network, through
which the local demand for the saplings and seeds are met. The requirement
of forest department and others during the environment day for distribution of
plant saplings paved an opporunity to promote agri nursey among Kudumbashree
women. Kudumbashree nursery currently enabled to sell their products directly to
the Panchayat for their schemes without any procurement procedures paving way
for better markets for the units and ensuring good quality seeds and saplings for
Panchayat projects related to agriculture. 147 plant nurseries have been established
primarily dealing in vegetable and fruit based crops. More than 10 nurseries have
been established in flower crops.
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Micro Enterprise
Consultants (MECs)

Absence of a local expert support mechanism that
provides support to entrepreneurs at the field level
was among the key lacunae identified by the Mission
during the evaluation of the performance of Micro
Enterprises. It is not feasible to have professionals
from outside placed for this purpose and it is not
economically viable as well as there is limitation in
understanding the Kudumbashree structure and
feel of business activities of poor people. On the
other hand the CDS leadership could not be expected
to carry-out such specialized roles, given their
governance responsibilities. In some cases however,
the CDS leadership did provide this support. There
was the need for an institutionalized support process.
Thus the mission identified and promoted Micro
Enterprise Consultants (MEC) in each CDS. These
are men and women identified by the CDS from
among Kudumbashree families who were provided
training by the Mission. Trainings on various areas
assessing their role at the field level are taken care
of. Entrepreneurship Development Training (EDP) by
the Entrepreneurship Development Institute of India
(EDII), business management by Timbaktu Collective
in Andhra Pradesh(where two certification courses
CREAM & TEAM), training in Business Counseling by
a consortium led by Traidcraft UK, marketing training
by Thoughts Academy an organisation engaged in
providing training on motivation and business
development, Business development to selected
MECs by International Labour Organisation (ILO) etc
are some to mention. Over the years, MECs have been
provided a wide range of capacity building inputs by
the Mission.
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Business management training by
Timbaktu Collective
CREAM (Certificate in Rural
Entrepreneurship Administration
and Management) was offered
over a period of 42 days (7 months
x 6 days each) covering all aspects
related to business management
to selected MECs. Using the
CREAM trained MECs as Mastertrainers, the business management
training was extended to all
MECs, through the TEAM
training programme (Training for
Entrepreneurship Administration
and Management). The TEAM
module was spread over 18 days (3
days each month for six months)

The prime responsibility of MECs is to provide
support for the development and handholding to
find sustainable enterprises. They provide general
orientation on various livelihood opportunities
available in the CDS, the support provided by
Kudumbashree Mission, the various schemes, the
possible forms of convergence of resource to start an
enterprise etc. The MECs also helps the entrepreneurs

in business proposal preparation, equipping them
to attend the EDP and skill training organized by
Mission, liaosning with banks for loan sanctioning
etc. Moreover the MECs will provide handholding to
the entrepreneurs for 6 months where they assess
the performance of these enterprises and provide
information to the CDSs/ District Mission.
The MECs selected and trained by the Mission are
formed as enterprise groups, where their income is
based on the service they avail to the entrepreneurs.
The Mission provides honorarium if the Mission avails
their service.
In order to facilitate institutionalization of the MEC
mechanism, Kudumbashree Mission has issued
guidelines for setting up MEC Groups as selfsupporting enterprises. Accordingly, groups of MECs
have come together to set up support enterprises.
33 MEC Groups have been established in 14 districts
with membership of 230 MECs.
The MECs has started a consultancy in Kottayam
who will provide consultancy service in enterprise
development for various clients like government
departments, individuals etc.

Business counseling training by
Traidcraft UK
A group of MECs and
Kudumbashree Mission staff were
provided over a two-year period
enabled some of the MECs to
obtain first-hand understanding
of advanced business counseling
techniques. The training also
involved exposure visits to
business counseling mechanisms
in Italy. The Samrudhi mastertrainers developed business
counseling modules for training
of other MEC. The skills they
gained were used by the Mission
in developing a new approach to
training, including developing
content for the GOT, EDP and
other training programmes.
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KAAS

The Kudumbashree Accounts and Audit Service
Society (KAASS) is an audit team drawn from
unemployed commerce graduates among NHG
families. As the name suggests, the team was
formed with the aim of auditing CDS, ADS and NHG
accounts of Kudumbashree system. The accounts of
enterprises are also verified by the team.
As per the CDS byelaw the accounts of the three
tier structure should be audited annually for
registration renewal and affiliation in the CDSs. The
Mission finds the need to have an auditing group to
audit the accounts of the three tier system and the
enterprises. For the purpose the Mission proposed
an auditing team in all districts.
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The Mission provided training to the KAASS team
and they are attached to Chartered Accountants. As
the team is from the network they have firsthand
knowledge about the schemes of Mission and their
association with CAs gains them information on
auditing practices. Just like the MECs the KAASS
too is working on the service charge designed
by the Mission. The three tier structure or the
entrepreneurs provides them service charge for the
auditing support.
In addition to this, the KAASS groups provided
training on book keeping. A 300-strong account
support team is with the mission now.

02

EKSAT & Training groups

Training in personality development, motivation
and other related areas are essential for all
Kudumbashree entrepreneurs and to the
Kudumbashree Community Based Organizations’
(CBOs). For the development & capacity building
of the Kudumbashree network, awareness
creation about the schemes of Kudumbashree
and the projects implemented by the Mission,
familiarization of Kudumbashree byelaw, election
process and the various programmes promoted
now and then should be communicated. With the
limited staff structure it is not possible to conduct
trainings to the community at frequent intervals.
Therefore the mission thought of forming its own
training group so that office bearers in its three-tier
system as well as entrepreneurs could undertake
training assignments. EKSAT (Education, Knowledge,
Skill Aptitude and Training), a Yuvashree enterprise,
was thus launched.
Special trainings have been provided for the
EKSAT groups to become Master Trainers
of the Kudumbashree system.
Trainings of
Entrepreneurship Development Institute of India
(EDII), Ahmadabad, Trade Craft Exchange a UK based

NGO in tie up with Formaper, Italy (who provides
support in trade and promotion of enterprises to help
poor people in developing countries) and CREAM
trainings (Certificate for Rural Entrepreneurship
& Management) of Timbaktu, Andhra Pradesh
have been provided.
In addition the mission
helped the team in module development, training
tool development etc. These capacity building
workshops and business counseling workshops
strengthened the EKSAT groups to take care of
any training within and outside the system. Three
groups exist in the State, one each at Kozhikode,
Kochi and Alappuzha. The EKSAT groups are capable
of providing entrepreneurship development training
to potential entrepreneurs.
On the basis of requirement the districts also
developed its own training enterprise groups who
would take training sessions based on the demand
of districts.
The training groups are now capable of providing
training in various sectors with the support of
professionals and experts in the field. The trainings
in construction sector are worth to mention.
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TRADITIONAL SECTOR
ENTERPRISES
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Pottery

The tradition of pottery making is very old in India.
This pottery making unit is a household small size
unit, family based operation with skilled workers
and using primitive tools. Through the assistance of
Kudumbashree they are continuing this traditional
bread winning venture. Even though steel and
aluminium entered the market earthenware is still
in demand. The artisan workers produce traditional
utilitarian products.

Paucity of working capital is main problem of
the pottery sector. Low investment causes low
production. They are aware of improved techniques
of production, but as it required fresh investment,
they cannot afford it.
Modernization of production technology by
inducing the workers to shift over to better tools and
equipments is their future plan. A good market for
the products of household industries is important.
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Handicrafts

Handicrafts are one of the traditional activities
preferred by women as a means of livelihood.
Many Kudumbashree units are engaged in the
production of various handicraft products using
various materials. The products are marketed
through various channels like local fairs, supply to
Artisans Development Corporation, SARAS mela etc.
One of the challenges faced by these units is that
the production of same set of products and of same
size limits the scope of marketing. The preference
for souvenirs (of small size easy portable) is always
preferred by tourists. Moreover the variety is also a
limiting factor.
The Mission analyzing the tourism potential tried to
address these gaps by developing unique products
in each category, provided skill up gradation
trainings & branding the products focusing premium
customers. This helped to market the products as
souvenirs through hotels and resorts in tourism
locations which helped to improve their income
generation.
The handicrafts sector constitutes the following:
•
Wooden handicrafts
•
Various products using variety woods are
made by Kudumbashree women.
•
Jute Products
•
Banana fibre products
•
Screw pine
•
Coconut shell
•
Bamboo products
•
Straw pictures
•
Dry flowers
•
Mural paintings
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Branding of products

To provide greater opportunities for Kudumbashree’s
handicraft units, Kudumbashree developed a brand
‘Charutha’ catering the premium customers. Quality
products are selected from various units and they
are redesigned and provided training. The products
are packed in eco friendly packages and made a tie
up with hotels.
Elephant business card holder, Elephant curtain
tie-back and elephant fridge magnets, Muthukuda
and Muthukuda with Mural paintings, Mural Fridge
magnets and Mural Key Chains, Snake boat Cutlery,
gold plated bangles are some of the products
branded under Charutha.

03

Coconut oil

Coconut and coconut oil has a significant stake
in the life of Keralite. The state itself is known
as the land of ‘Kera’-(coconuts). The edible
oil here is coconut oil. The Keralites make use
of coconuts in different ways. The coconuts
are processed to make oils at household level
using traditional practices. This opportunity
is explored by Government and the Coconut
Development Board has promoted various
products made from coconut.
Kudumbashree promoted the processing of
coconut to coconut oil & virgin oils whose
processing is known to all. But the Mission
want to eliminate the unhealthy & unhygienic
traditional practices in the processing and to
make it mechanized and processed in a healthy
atmosphere thereby quality products can be
branded under ‘Kerashree’. The rationale to
promote coconut processing units was the low
price for coconuts. To boost the sector, it is
essential that more value addition should be
brought inside, i.e. promoting tender coconut
parlours and introduction of value added
products like coconut ice-cream, tender coconut

04

shake (Kera Shake) etc.
The Mission intends to promote coconut
processing units mostly in northern parts of
Kerala though units are positioned across the
state. In the first phase the Mission intends
to promote driers and the processing through
medium level mills (low-cost).
As there is marketing opportunities the oil can be
sold through pouches and cans under the brand
‘Kerashree’. Direct marketing technique was
proposed to market the products.
The Mission promoted more than 100 units for
the purpose across the state. The units are now
participating in Kudumbashree fairs and also sell
it through local shops and stores.
The Mission provided technology and technology
upgradation fund for the development of units.
The biggest challenge is the availability of nuts
at a less rate. The production volume as per the
demand is the major constraint. As the quality
of the products is high there is good demand for
the Kudumbashree brand.

Brass products

Brass utensils and handicraft items are one of the traditional business activities. The women from the families
of Kudumbashree network who has sufficient skills in the field form a group of 6 women and started the unit.
The raw materials are procured locally and from outside and is engaged in the production of various products
(Bells, Karpura vilakku, Karthika vilakku, Kodi vilakku, Uruli etc). The average sales turnover of the unit is Rs.
30000/- per month.
The unit has definite customer base and they also participate in fairs and festivals. The unit members are
having semi mechanized production that improved their production volume and cost of production.
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Pappad Unit

O

ne of the most preferred enterprise sector
is food processing. Women based on their
interest used to start pickle making, coconut
oil processing, flours, curry powder making,
processing of fruits (jams, squashes) etc. Pappad
making is one among them where the women/
families done it as a traditional business activity or
family business. The sector provides employment
to many as it is done manually. Today some
Kudumbashree units have become mechanized
pooling financial resources from Local Self
Governments, Kudumbashree and beneficiary
contribution.
The members pooled the initial investment
through beneficiary contribution of Rs. 3 lakhs
and linkage loan of Rs. 5 lakhs. The amount
was insufficient and they approached Kochi
Corporation for infrastructure support. The ULB
has provided space & licenses to set the unit.
The unit procured machineries for rolling, cutting
and drying of pappads. They make 5 different
varieties of pappad- masala pappad with variants
of pepper, chilly & garlic, ordinary pappad, small
pappad. They market the products under the
brand ‘Thejas’ to nearby shops, participate in
Kudumbashree fairs and direct marketing.
The unit has 25 members and they provide
employment to another 20 members. The
additional members usually are engaged in the
drying process which they do at homes or in
terraced houses. (Though the unit has drying
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machine it is not sufficient and direct drying in
the sunlight is preferred by them. As the unit has
insufficient space for drying, they seek the help
of others.)

Challenges

The quality of the product, packing and timely
delivery helps to get good orders from various
shops and the members are able to earn a monthly
income in the range of Rs. 8000 to Rs. 15,000/-.
(The income of the members varies depending
on the work they do). The unit has framed rules
with regard to the wages, profit sharing etc which
is agreed by all. They have good record keeping
practices.

The challenges are
•
•

•
•

The young generation is not willing to come
into the business.
The space is limited and drying in direct
sunlight is a big constrain. The unit members
have to depend on others for space and time
to get it dried on time.
Timely supply to different customers.
Electricity bill: As the usage of machines is
high the unit has to remit the amount as per
the industrial standards.

06

Pickle making

P

ickles are one of the preferred food items
among Keralites. Lot of brands with variety
products and varying tastes is available in the
market. The sector is explored by Kudumbashree
women and most of the NHGs are involved in the
process. The activity is done at household level
and is marketed in pouches inside the NHGs and
houses in the wards.
The products are marketed with the tag line pure &
unadulterated. Though the shelf life of the product
is less as it is free of preservatives it is sought by
regular customers. There are units who make
more than 25 variety pickles and sell it in huge
volumes to different shops. Also they participate

07

in Kudumbashree fairs, SARAS mela and similar
fairs. Veg & non- veg products are made according
to the preference of the customers. The units
have regular customers and their income varies
according to the market.

Ethnic Snacks

E

thnic snacks and food items that is peculiar
to each locality of the state is one thing food
lovers admire with. It has wide market inside
and outside the district. Kudumbashree women
who have sufficient talent in cooking explores
this market. This is one of the most preferred
enterprise activities among Kudumbashree NHGs
as the women has experience and expertise in
the field and can be done as a secondary activity
after the daily household chores.
The NHG women make variety snacks (either as
a group or individually) and market it inside the
NHGs or nearby households or shops. This is also
done as a seasonal enterprise focusing on local
festivals or functions. The participation in fairs

and exhibitions is another marketing mode. More than
85 units are functioning across the state.
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08

Fish Processing

F

ish processing is one of the
traditional activities among
coastal NHGs. Majority of the
Kudumbashree women in coastal
areas are engaged in the drying
of fish and its sales. Training on
value added products like pickles,
scientific mode of drying (in a
hygienic way) etc was provided.

09

Broom Making
B

room making is an
enterprise often seen
among Kudumbashree NHGs
in hilly areas. The special
grasses freely available in the
terrain made these women
to make brooms and sell it
in nearby per-urban areas for
livelihood. The activity can be
seen in many tribal hamlets
as they have the traditional
skill to make the broom. The
groups are able to earn Rs.
5000/- per person.
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COMMUNITY DRIVEN SERVICE
SECTOR ENTERPRISES
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Providing services as
per your satisfactionHousekeeping

Availing the service of registered groups for
housekeeping through tendering process is a
common phenomenon in government and private
sector. The traditional practice of employing
individual persons is no longer preferred.
The departments and agencies used to go for
tendering and based on the credibility of the
applied organization the service may be availed.
Many agencies approached Kudumbashree to
provide trained persons for housekeeping services.
But an organized group was not available and
the Mission finds it difficult to identify and train
required number of persons when demand arises.
The first attempt to provide trained personnel
was the housekeeping team at Cochin shipyard.
34 persons including 2 supervisors were employed
at Cochin shipyard where the agency will provide
salary and other emoluments as per the market
rates and labour terms. This initial positioning
opened doors for the Mission in the field, and
many others approached the Mission assessing
the quality of the service they provides to the
host organization.
Another opportunity was the housekeeping
services of SBI. A registered group with a
track record of minimum three years was the
requirement and Kudumbashree missed the
opportunity. This led the Mission to register
a group who will provide HR support to all the
required organizations. The training of interested
members is provided through Employment
through Skill Training & Placement component
of NULM and through the DDUGKY skill training
component. The first trained persons under EST
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& P were motivated to form a group and are registered
as ‘Human Arm’. The registered unit obtained all legal
licenses and is now capable of providing HR support.
The agency is capable of participating in e-tendering
processes.
The agency has provided HR support to Regional Cancer
centre, Thiruvananthapuram and Malabar Cancer Centre
in various services. 44 women are placed in Malabar
Cancer Centre and 35 in Regional Cancer centre. The
persons are positioned as front office staff, telephone
operators, record keeping, transportation assistant etc.
The salary of the employed are provided to the registered
agency and they are capable of managing the accounts.
They are eligible for all emoluments as envisaged in the
labour laws.
Another major milestone is the tie up Kudumbashree
Mission made with Kochi Metro. The Mission provided
trained staff to M/s. Kochi Metro in customer
care management, ticketing, crowd management,
housekeeping and gardening services.
These opportunities help the Mission to explore the
possibility to set up a facility management institute that
will train persons as per the requirement of different
customers.

02

Safe and comfort stay at
Kudumbashree
Women’s Hostel
T

he idea to run a hostel was conceived by the women during a General Awareness
campaign on livelihood conducted by Ernakulam District Mission. The idea attracted 10
women and they approached the property owned by the VVSS and availed the property
on rent. The rent deed is executed for a period of 5 years and will be renewed afterwards.
The initial investment of the project was Rs. 2,50,000/-. Rs. 1.25 lakhs is availed as loan
from Vengoor Co-operative society and Rs. 1.25 lakhs through beneficiary contribution
and subsidy. They are providing food and all other facilities to 30 women (the hostel has
facility to accommodate only 30 women). The women will work in two shifts and they
will take Rs. 225/- as daily wages and the remaining based on the profit generated. The
project was initiated under the SJSRY scheme. The unit is functioning well and the quality
of the service they provides helps them to continue with the rent agreement and regular
hostel mates.
Today the opportunity is explored by many women across the ULBs in the state tappiong the
requirement of working women and students. The hostels are run to provide accommodation
to students studying under the DDUGKY & EST & P programmes of Kudumbashree Mission
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Power Laundry

Laundry services are one of the fastest growing service
industries in the state especially in urban and periurban areas. It has good scope in tourism potential
areas as well. The opportunity is explored by many
Kudumbashree women and is functioning in many
districts. The Kudumbashree women started these
units in urban or tourism destinations as they have
definite customer base.

is a must as a lot of private players are there in the
field. Starting of laundry services, dry cleaning
services, ironing services under a common brand
with branches in all major cities/ streets is becoming
common now a day. Reliability of service and agency
is one of the determining factor is major cities. The
Kudumbashree units have to provide good services
to create a customer base and to retain it.

The investment varies from 5 to 50 lakhs depending on
the types of machines they procures and the capacity
of the machines. As the investment of the project is
huge, the support of Local Self Governments is also
ensured along with Kudumbashree support. One of
the most successful units with huge investment is the
Laundry unit started in Munnar Panchayat in Idukki
district. The Panchayat has earmarked an amount of
Rs. 50 lakhs in its plan fund for machines and room.
The CDS runs the unit with 11 members. In addition to
the investment of the Panchayat the unit also availed
a loan for Rs. 5 lakhs. The customers are the hotels
and resorts located in the Panchayat (the Panchayat
is one of the tourist destinations in the state).

The field level functioning reveals that sector has
good scope and Mission is promoting the sector and
has selected it in its priority projects. The support of
Local Self Governments is ensured as it requires good
investment and infrastructure.

On the other hand there are units who made an initial
investment of Rs. 2.50 lakhs and later purchased
additional machineries by availing loan. These units
which is started in urban areas slowly expanded their
customer base and makes additional investment.
The biggest challenge is that the unit can be started
where there is availability of water, space for drying,
ironing and storage. Quality service and time keeping
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04

Ensuring Safe travel for
women & childrenThe Kudumbashree Travels

Concern about the safe travel of women and children
especially at odd timings led the Mission to think of an
innovative enterprise- the Kudumbashree Travels. The
demand from the community for such an enterprise
made the Mission to think of this concept. The taxis
driven by Kudumbashree women in the specially
designed taxi cab which will ensure safe mobility for
both the driver and the passenger are envisaged. Call
centre, GPS monitoring system, web enabled services
and other features associated with a professional taxi
services and specific design & colour combination
along with the Kudumbashree logo to make the
vehicle easily identifiable are the features of the
project. The service can be called – over phone,
internet or SMS.

The demand for women taxi drivers are increasing
and the Kudumbashree entrepreneurs are getting
offers of private taxi service providers as part of them.
The Kudumbashree drivers are working as contract
vehicles for various government departments and
some are working for private taxi service like Uber,
Mango cabs etc. The women are able to earn income
in the range of Rs.25,000/- to Rs.40,000/- per month.
Based on the demand, the Mission intends to extend
the project in selected Urban Local Bodies.

The project was started in the year 2014. The
project is implemented in the urban areas though
women from rural areas too can become part of
the service. The women taxi service was piloted in
Thiruvananthapuram and was expanded to Ernakulam.
The women were initially linked with Government
departments/ organizations to ensure income.
The project cost varies depending on the vehicle
they chose. The project cost is met through loan,
beneficiary contribution and subsidy of the Mission. In
addition, the Mission provided innovation fund to the
enterprise as the concept was novel to Kudumbashree.
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Women friendly
autorickshaws- ‘Autosree”

Women auto service is promoted across the state
irrespective of rural or urban areas as it has good
scope. Individual units are promoted under SJSRY
scheme in urban areas whereas the project is
promoted as part of CSR funds or through the
support of LSG funds in rural. Women who are
having driving license and interest in the field
are promoted. The LSGs provide license at local
level. In addition to this the badge and licenses
are obtained from Regional Transport offices by
the women themselves.
Kudumbashree made an attempt to provide value
addition in the services provided like making a
tie up with an agency VST solutions (Vehicle ST)
a company based in KSIDC’s start up zone at
Inkel Business Park. A mobile app is provided by
the agency where in the vehicles can be booked
through online. The advantage is that the vehicles
can be monitored on one side and on the other
it ensures safe journey to women customers.
Interested auto drivers may make tie up with
the agency.
In Idukki district, the District Mission has promoted
auto service among women called ‘Autosree’
where the project was supported by Lion’s club
through their CSR fund. The establishment of units
and the viability made the Mission to promote
similar units across the district encouraging them
to avail loan from banks and the supported them
with subsidy. All the legal licenses are obtained
by the units and the autos are differentiated by
providing Kudumbashree logo stickers. Many
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women instead of going for passenger autos preferred
goods auto. In addition to women it is one of preferred
enterprise among men and is promoted widely in Urbal
Local Bodies. The minimum income earned by the women
is Rs.8000/-.

06

Mother Kitchens and take
away counters

The brand image of Cafe Kudumbashree and the
acceptance of local cuisines and ethnic delicacies made
the Mission to introduce a novel concept in canteen/
catering sector, ‘the take away counters’. The ethnic
foods available in different parts of the state are made
available to the urban customers through the food
fests. The demand for such products is so high that
the Mission proposed to make available these food
items on a regular basis. As the availability of buildings
to set canteens, its location and transportation are
some of the constrains; the Mission thought of setting
a mother kitchen to prepare food and take away
counters at different parts of the city within a 5 to 7
km radius to sell the products.
Setting up of unit

Hot beverages, ethnic snacks, packaged meals are
sold through these outlets.
The total investment of the removable kiosks will come
around Rs. 6 lakhs. The investment is pooled through
loan, beneficiary contribution (5%) and subsidy.
The cafe units are capable enough to take up the any
mega events and have taken up orders to supply food
for more than 3000 persons at a time.
Future plans
The project will be replicated in all districts especially
in urban local bodies. The installation of solar panels
in kiosks to make it energy efficient and environment
friendly is proposed in the coming plans.

The first unit is set up in Pathanamthitta district with
7 take away counters. The Take away counters are set
up in concrete buildings or as removable kiosks with
the support of Local Self Governments in Government
hospital premises, tourist destinations etc. The kiosks
have all amenities to ensure healthy and hygienic
foods. Steamers, water purifiers and waste disposal
facility are ensured in the kiosks. The food is cooked
in a central kitchen and is sold through the kiosks set
up in different locations.
The unit members are trained in cooking, customer
management, sales and accounting and are provided
handholding support for a period of 6 months to
make them sustainable. The peculiarity of the unit is
that the units have digital display boards that provide
information on the schemes and programmes of
Kudumbashree Mission and Local Self Governments
so that the community will be benefited as it acts as
an IEC platform.
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ENTERPRISES STARTED BY
OWN INITIATIVES
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01

Home stay

Home stay, one of the most successful and preferred
service sectors is piloted by 7 women of Kudumbashree
network in Arattupuzha Panchayat in Alappuzha district
in 2014. The Panchayat which is known for backwaters
and is one of the most preferred tourism destinations
has ample scope for tourism related services. The
unit was started in the wake of Tsunami disaster in
the state which affected the district much. As part
of rehabilitation lot of support from various NGOs,
Government departments and private agencies came
in it way.
NGO Punarjani, which was carrying out the
rehabilitation work in tsunami affected areas with
the help of a French company, helped the women to
start a home stay. The unit members associated with
‘Kabani’ an organization engaged in eco tourism and
visited the home stays promoted by them. This helped
them to have an overview about the industry and the
services associated with it.
The Home stay is built with eco friendly products
(bamboo) and the electrification is through solar
panels. The design and ambience is all eco friendly
and will attract tourists much. The unit was started
on June 5, World Environment Day.

Investment

The unit got 10 lakh rupees from the French company
for the development of infrastructure. 4 lakhs rupees
are availed as bank loan and for the construction of
kitchen the unit member’s availed gold loan. In addition
to this the Mission provided innovation fund for an
amount of Rs.3.5 lakhs.
The marketing support is received from the French

company as well as through Kabani. The home stay as
part of services is serving ethnic food and is offering
the opportunity to showcase the village life that is of
much demand among the foreign tourists. The four
day package include village walk, self boat riding,
folk art-dance programmes, meeting with Ayurveda
vaidyas, coir making, Mannarasala centre, visits to
museum, Krishnapuram palace, village- community
tourism, sunbath etc. The Kudumbashree women
themselves act as the local guides to the guests,
overcoming the language barriers. The unit has
certain restriction that makes them unique like
smoking and drinking is strictly prohibited and this
limits their customer inflows to certain extend.
As it is a seasonal business, the unit members
will provide space for the conduct of meetings,
conferences etc. The unit members are able to
earn good income from the business and have good
customer inflows based on recommendations of the
previous customers. The project is one of the best
models of convergence highlighting the integration
of NGOs & Kudumbashree.
The scope of the sector is that as Kerala has good
tourism potential and is one of the developing
industries of the state, the tourist inflows are high
in almost all parts of the state. Now a day’s many
tourism companies are approaching Kudumbashree
to promote home stays among Kudumbashree
women who offers natural and clean places to stay,
serves ethnic foods and provides a direction to
enjoy the cultural and traditional practices of the
local people. The Kudumbashree women of some
districts are now interested to develop home stays
and resorts that would bring them good revenue.
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Offset Press

The inspirational words of the Panchayat President,
Shri. Padur Kunjamu, at the time of NHG formation
that all the NHG members should deposit the thrift
amount out of one’s own earnings and not from the
husband/ family members inspired the NHG members
of Swathi NHG of Chemmanad CDS to start a business
of their own. The Panchayat President stated a list of
viable business opportunities the women can start
and the income it generates had made them select
the concept of press. Though none of them knew the
functioning of press or any business aspects related
to it their determination to start the press made them
identify interested women from the NHG who can
start the business. As the educational background
was less finding out women having 10th education
was not possible. But The NHG president and three
other women who had working experience in some
private press searched for interested women and
formed a 10 member business group.

Investment

The unit started functioning in 2003 with an initial
investment of Rs. 2 lakhs. The first work order was
the printing of visiting cards. The timely completion
of the work and the quality of the work helped
them to capture small orders from the Panchayat
itself. The procurement of machines one by one to
expand the press becomes a necessity. The internal
loans, revolving fund and the subsidy helped them
to purchase computer, cutting machine, materials
for screen printing, binding etc. Later laser printer,
offset machine etc became the asset of the unit with
additional investment of 6 lakh rupees. Today the
unit has multicolour laser printer, offset machines
according to the current requirement and technology
etc. (The unit purchased new machines availing loan
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from banks and technology fund of Kudumbashree).

Support provided

The skill trainings & performance Improvement
Programme of Kudumbashree helped the unit to know
the basics of running the business and the significance
of book keeping. The Mission to make the unit self
sustainable gave orders for the printing of NHG
registers, handbooks etc required for the northern
districts. The constant orders from the Mission and
Panchayat and other private works helped the unit to
establish itself. The Unit has become one of the model
units of Kudumbashree Mission and has procured TIN
no. and all licenses.
The Mission took initiative to obtain sanction
from Government to provide orders directly to
Kudumbashree units just like any other government
firms. Based on the functioning of this unit many NHG
members become motivated and today there are 13
offset presses under the Kudumbashree umbrella.

Challenges

Each of these units faces challenges in the field as it
is highly competitive field. Expansion of the business
as per the market demand and completion of work
on time are two critical parameters for the success of
business. Another major challenge is that the units
will get the payment for their work within a period
of two to three months and this leads them to find
working capital additionally to meet other orders.

Scope

The units are established and have good recognition.
The orders from the Mission and Government
departments helped them to find orders on a
continuous basis.

03

Paper products

Promotion of paper products – paper cups, bags and
small handicraft items was started in the wake of
growing awareness about the evils of plastics. Many
NGOs and training agencies came forward to train
women in making different products from paper. The
basic assumption was that the products will have
good market when the Government introduced ban
on plastics and demand for substitutes will arise.
The first unit in Trivandrum was promoted by an NGO
‘Thanal’ located in Kovalam. They started training of
interested women in making various products from
paper. The project was initiated with the support
of hotel industry located in Kovalam by creating
awareness about the promotion of eco friendly
products.
The women from the Kudumbashree network attended
the training programme and they got orders from the
various hotels on bags, laundry bags etc. The members
who has completed the training and has a passion in
the field started unit with linkage loan.

Setting up unit

The unit started functioning with their own
contribution and the loan availed as linkage in a rented
building. Later due to the increasing demand from
the hotels for screen printing and different models,
the unit availed loan from banks linking it with the
Kudumbashree scheme.
The unit markets its products to the hotels located in
Kovalam. In addition to that, the NGO conducts a one
day exhibition in Hotel Leela Palace where the visitors
are person’s residing in the hotel. This is a platform
for them to market the paper jewellery they made
and handicrafts made out of paper.

Trainings

The Mission provided training in screen printing &
various handicrafts.

Challenges faced

As envisaged the paper products has not become
an alternative to plastics thereby creating a huge
demand in the field. When mechanized production
is there and availability of products at lower rates is
available the demand for products made by women
manually is less. Moreover, volume of production is
a matter of concern.
The units are slowly moving to semi mechanization
and diverse products that are of demand for the
specific customers (like paper bags, paper jewellery,
files and paper pens for conferences, meeting etc)
are produced.
The Local Self Governments are promoting similar
units as part of plastic ban and they are providing
support for mechanization. The trainings are provided
to mentally challenged persons at Buds Rehabilitation
centres as paper pens, envelopes, greeting cards etc.

Way forward

There are 65 units across the state and the Mission
intends to market the variety products like paper
pens, paper jewellery in a specific brand. Also the
scope of e-marketing is intended to explore.
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Medical Lab

The women who have basic qualification in lab
technician find an opportunity for income generation
in the form of medical lab. The entrepreneurs of this
sector are the women who find it difficult to find a
job in government or private labs in their locality or
unable to work in labs during late nights. The women
as a self employment started labs obtaining all legal
licenses in their Panchayats or urban areas.
The buildings are availed on rent from private parties
or from LSGs to start it. The investment will come
around Rs. 10 lakhs. The income generated is 1 to 1.25
lakhs per month. The women create a good rapport
with the doctors and the reliability of results and the
good will makes them sustainable. As it is a highly
competitive sector, the quality of service is one of
the most critical factors that determine the success.

05

Toiletries
Soaps, detergents, lotions etc are made by
Kudumbashree women at houses individually
or as group. Majority of them receives training
at LSG level. The availability of training & raw
materials at door steps encourages women to
make the production of toiletries. The women
attend training not only for business purposes but
also for personal consumption. The products have
good local demand and their marketing is limited
at local level itself.
The packing of the products improved gradually
and most of them are on par with the branded
products. This increased the sales of the products
as well. They are able to earn reasonable income.
Most of the women are engaged in the production
process as a subsidiary activity. The Mission is
in the process of providing training to the groups
on checking the PH value of the products and
development of a brand.
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06

Bird Cage Making

Renjith attended skill training in Kerala Veterinary
University, Thrissur in poultry. He started his business
in 2013 and was successful. He bought the cages
as well as those associated with rearing the birds
in the cages (nipple drinker, nipple cup) from the
neighbouring state Tamilnadu. The increasing rates
of bird cages and other materials made think of
producing the cages himself. This led him to the
manufacturing of cages.
His experience in the poultry business makes him think
of making good quality cages using galvanized mesh
so that rusting can be extended. Initially he made
the cages for his personal use, later he understood
the potential of selling it in market. He slowly started
making different type of cages catering to different
birds. The concept he developed is the making of
high-tech cages. It helps to provide water to the birds
using that consists of nipple drinker, prevent the bird
droppings from getting mixed with water, professional
feeder and egg collection methods etc.

07

To start the business he availed loan for an amount of
Rs. 2 lakhs under NULM SEP component. He sells the
cages to other poultry farmers and different cages in
the open market which helps him to earn a minimum
of Rs. 25,000 to Rs.30000/- per month.

Carbon brush making
Carbon brush is an inevitable part of electric grinders and cutting
machines. The experience of making carbon brushes at a local
workshop made Bindhu to start a unit. The unit was started with a
small investment of Rs.40,000/- to buy the required raw materials.
She started it in a portion of her house. The customers are local
work shop owners and equipment repairers.
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Book Stall

During a brainstorming workshop on promotion
of enterprises under the SJSRY scheme, DC books
proposed franchisee concept on running a book
stall. This led to the start of Udayanam book
stall in Kayamkulam Municipality in 2015. The
unit members attended EDP training and started
the book stall with an initial investment of Rs. 4
lakhs. They got the agency from DC books. Slowly
they made tie up with other agencies like Bhasha
Sahithya Institute, NBT, NBS, Balasahithya academy
etc and expanded the volume of their business.
They are being issued books in credit basis with
a repaying span of 2 months.
Now they are in the process of starting the supply
of school books and guides to increase the income.

09

Carrier Guidance and
PSC Coaching
Carrier Guidance and PSC Coaching centre in rural areas has become a necessity as most
of the rural folk find it difficult to migrate for a short period to attend coaching classes
for entrance or for job in urban areas. 5 Kudumbashree Members in Pampadumpara
Grama Panchayat in Idukki started a centre in 2015 with the support of professionals.
The idea was conceived by the CDS President who identified that many educated
candidates get less opportunity to win in PSC exams.
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10

Beauty Parlour

Beauty parlour is one of the most preferred sectors among
individual enterprises. The women who are interested
to start a business activity and has skill usually starts the
activity after attending Entrepreneurship Development
Programme. The enterprise activity is promoted under
SJSRY as well as through Kudumbashree schemes in urban
and peri urban alike. As it is one of the most demanded
sectors, success is not a constraint. The women who
start at a low investment would go for bridal make ups
and other business opportunities thereby fetching good
revenue.

11
09

Fancy Jewellery

Women always have a craving for ornaments.
The desire to earn income as well as for personal
use makes the women to start marketing of
fancy jewellery. The best market place is the
NHG members and fairs. The skill is acquired by
attending the trainings conducted by the LSGs or
through the existing units. The ability to make
attractive & unique ornaments determines the
customer base and income.
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Bag making

Bag making is one of the activities promoted by
the Local Self Government as part of enterprise
promotion. Trainings are conducted at local level
by different skilled agencies. The women who
want to get engaged in some economic activity
usually prefers paper bag making, soap making,
tailoring, animal husbandry etc as it can be done
as a secondary activity after the daily household
chores. Majority of the members in the SHG/ NHG
attends training conducted at local level as it gives
them information and skill to do some activity.
The members who starts with the production of
paper bags, envelopes and paper cups etc usually
shift their business activity into more viable and
income generating activities later. Bag making
is one among them. The unit members slowly
shift into cloth bags and then into various other
materials and models like bigshoppers, rexin bags
etc.
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The units who start their business through linkage loan or
through schemes supported by local self governments will
expand or diversify their business availing Kudumbashree
subsidy or additional financial support. Divya Rexin bag,
Kalliyoor cloth bag, Krishna cloth bags etc are a few
to mention. All these units are working well and has
become self sustainable through developing a set of
unique customers. The supply of screen printed cloth
bags to film festivals, tourism departments, local shops,
hotels etc are worth mentioning. In addition some units
are engaged in the production of various types of bags like
laptop bags, bag pouches and other patterns of ladies/
gents’ bags, schools bags etc.
The main issue faced by these units is working capital
to meet bulk orders. The ability to learn models and the
effort they take to get updated with the new models by
purchasing new model bags and obtaining the skills to
make it help them to sustain in the market.

MARKETING ENTERPRISES
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Home Shop

Kudumbashree envisages a local production and
marketing network model, which could become an
alternative to conventional marketing. Community
marketing is one of the major initiatives taken by the
Kudumbashree mission during 2009-10 under the
brand name “Home shop”. It is a process of marketing
products made by Kudumbashree beneficiaries
to the local community through the support of
CBOs in the local community. The distribution
system or the marketing groups are managed by a
professional management team. Thus three systemsproduction, marketing and management- work in
close coordination to run this loc.
A pilot project of the model was carried out in
Kodakara, Thrissur, under the leadership of the block
Panchayat in 2007. The programme began with four
products but its inventory soon expanded to 10
products, with a marketing network of 500 women.
The success of the model helped the mission to
extend the programme to all the districts. Like every
other programme the support and co-ordination of
LSGs are essential and therefore, to familiarize the
concept of Home shop among the LSGs, a two day
State level workshop was conducted at KILA (Kerala
Institute of Local Administration), Thrissur. The basic
concepts and the implementation procedure, and a
common guideline for Community Marketing Project
have been developed.
The three tier network of Home shop constitutes the
micro enterprise units, marketers (Homeshoppers)
and the professional management team. The micro
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enterprise units are selected based on the quality of
products, productivity and packing. The marketers or
Home shoppers are selected from the community by
the Kudumbashree District Mission and management
team on the basis of their aptitude for selling. The
professional management team is selected from the
community by the District Mission through interviews
who have previous experience in marketing.
The role of management team is to assess the
requirement of the local products and based on the
demand they will order products to the Kudumbashree
enterprise units and will provide information to home
shoppers for selling the products to the selected/
required customers. The Home shoppers will sell the
products and will collect feedback from the customers
and will communicate the feedback to the management
team and will try to improve the quality of the products.
The homeshoppers and management team works on
commission basis on the sales volume.
In order to facilitate the roll-out of the programme in
all districts, two interventions were made. One, the
community marketing guidelines was formulated that
detailed the procedures to be followed and support
to be made available for setting up the Homeshop
project. Two, the Sales and Marketing Enterprises (SME)
programme was initiated to facilitate formation of
marketing enterprises.
The model now has a strong network of 595 Homeshops,
46 facilitators, integrating 208 micro enterprises in 113
LSGs.
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